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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to inter-
face devices for allowing humans to interface with com-
puter systems, and more particularly to computer inter-
face devices that allow the user to provide input to com-
puter systems and allow computer systems to provide
force feedback to the user.
[0002] Users interact with computer systems for a va-
riety of reasons. A computer system typically displays a
visual environment to a user on a display output device.
Using an interface device, a user can interact with the
displayed environment to perform functions and tasks on
the computer, such as playing a game, experiencing a
simulation or virtual reality environment, using a compu-
ter aided design system, operating a graphical user in-
terface (GUI), or otherwise influencing events or images
depicted on the screen. Common human-computer in-
terface devices used for such interaction include a joy-
stick, mouse, trackball, stylus, tablet, pressure-sensitive
ball, or the like, that is connected to the computer system
controlling the displayed environment. Typically, the
computer updates the environment in response to the
user’s manipulation of a user-manipulatable physical ob-
ject such as a joystick handle or mouse, and provides
visual and audio feedback to the user utilizing the display
screen and audio speakers. The computer senses the
user’s manipulation of the user object through sensors
provided on the interface device that send locative sig-
nals to the computer. For example, the computer displays
a cursor, controlled vehicle, or other graphical object in
a graphical environment, where the location or motion of
the graphical object is responsive to the to the motion of
the user object. The user can thus control the graphical
object by moving the user object.
[0003] In some interface devices, tactile and/or haptic
feedback is also provided to the user, more generally
known as "force feedback." These types of interface de-
vices can provide physical sensations which are felt by
the user manipulating a user manipulable object of the
interface device. For example, the Force-FX joystick con-
troller from CH Products, Inc. and Immersion Corporation
may be connected to a computer and provides forces to
a user of the controller. Other systems might use a force
feedback mouse controller. One or more motors or other
actuators are coupled to the joystick or other user object
and are connected to the controlling computer system.
The computer system controls forces on the joystick in
conjunction and coordinated with displayed events and
interactions by sending control signals or commands to
the actuators. The computer system can thus convey
physical force sensations to the user in conjunction with
other supplied feedback as the user is grasping or con-
tacting the joystick or other object of the interface device.
For example, when the user moves the manipulatable
object and causes a displayed cursor to interact with a

different displayed graphical object, the computer can
issue a command that causes the actuator to output a
force on the user object, conveying a feel sensation to
the user.
[0004] A common use for force feedback interface de-
vices such as joysticks is in video game applications,
either in first person or third person perspectives. In first
person virtual reality games, the player may fly a simu-
lated aircraft or spaceship, move a warrior in a fighting
game, etc. In third person games, the player may control
a vehicle, person, or object as if viewing the object from
an exterior view. Sensors on the joystick allow the user
to influence motion of the airplane or other entity, while
actuators on the joystick allow the user to feel realistic
force sensations. For example, an aircraft is flown into a
simulated storm, where the host computer issues a force
command that causes the actuators to create a feel of
turbulence. This turbulence shakes the joystick in a con-
vincing manner coordinated with the simulated storm. In
other applications, a user-controlled cursor in a graphical
environment such as a graphical user interface is well
suited for use with force feedback.
[0005] A current problem with the prior art force feed-
back interfaces is that force sensations output by the de-
vices are often predefined, "canned" sensations that are
simply output by the interface device when instructed by
the host computer. For example, a jolt force may be out-
put by the actuators of the force feedback device in re-
sponse to an event occurring in a game, such as a col-
lision of a controlled vehicle with an obstacle such as a
wall. The prior art force feedback devices simply output
a jolt force in a specified direction having a predetermined
duration and magnitude. While effective to relay the col-
lision experience to some extent, this jolt may also be
unsatisfying for the user, since the user has no way to
affect the jolt based on the user’s input during the jolt’s
duration. For example, the user cannot, in anticipation of
the collision, cushion the jolt caused by the impact by
moving the joystick in the same direction as the jolt or
moving the joystick in other ways.
[0006] Other force sensations provided by the prior art
force feedback devices may be dependent on user input,
but only in limited ways. For example, a force feedback
interface device may output a damping force in conjunc-
tion with a user’s "character" traveling through an ex-
panse of liquid, such as swamp muck. The damping force
can be modelled as a damping constant multiplied by the
velocity of the joystick. Thus, the user feels a different
damping force magnitude depending on how fast the joy-
stick is moved. However, this is a crude, simplistic effect,
for it fails to take into account undulations or waves in
the swamp muck which the user may feel and which may
cause the damping force to vary in magnitude and direc-
tion. In addition, the user is unable to provide input or
skill in changing the affects of the damping to achieve a
desired game effect For example, the player cannot
move through the swamp muck in a dexterous manner
that absorbs undulations in the liquid to thereby gain
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greater speed in traveling through the muck, since the
simple damping model will not allow this type of interac-
tion.
[0007] Furthermore, a programmer of force feedback
applications needs a protocol and set of commands
which will easily allow the implementation of more real-
istic and interactive force sensations. Application pro-
gram developers are concerned with providing high qual-
ity programs that include immersive force feedback, but
they do not have the time and expertise to program force
control routines from scratch.
[0008] Another problem with the prior art development
of force feedback sensations in software is that the pro-
grammer of force feedback applications does not have
an intuitive sense as to how forces will feel when adjusted
in certain ways, and thus must go to great effort to develop
characteristics of forces that are desired for a specific
application. For example, a programmer may wish to cre-
ate a specific spring and damping force sensation be-
tween two graphical objects, where the force sensation
has a particular stiffness, play, offset, etc. In current force
feedback systems, the programmer must determine the
parameters and characteristics of the desired force by a
brute force method, by simply setting parameters, testing
the force, and adjusting the parameters in an iterative
fashion. This method is cumbersome because it is often
not intuitive how a parameter will affect the feel of a force
as it is actually output on the user object; the programmer
often may not even be close to the desired force sensa-
tion with initial parameter settings. Thus, a tool is needed
for assisting the programmer or developer in intuitively
and easily setting force feedback characteristics to pro-
vide a desired force sensation.
[0009] Document WO97/12357 discloses a reflex
process (or subroutine) in which the local processor
works in parallel with the host computer to ease the cal-
culation burden on the host computer.
[0010] In this document, the local microprocessor read
sensor data from sensors that describe the positioning
of a user object moved by the user.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The present invention is directed to designing
and controlling force sensations output by a force feed-
back interface device. A design interface tool allows in-
tuitive and simple design of force sensations.
[0012] According to the present invention, a design in-
terface for designing force sensations for use with a force
feedback interface device is described as recited in
claims 1 and 6. Input from a user is received in the inter-
face implemented on a host computer. The input selects
a type of force sensation to be commanded by a host
computer and output by a force feedback interface de-
vice. Input, such as parameters, is then received from a
user which designs and characterizes the selected force
sensation. A graphical representation of the character-
ized force sensation is then displayed on a display device

of the host computer. The graphical representation pro-
vides the user with a visual demonstration of a feel of the
characterized force sensation such that said user can
view an effect of parameters on said force sensation. The
interface can receive and display further changes to the
characterized force sensation from the user. Preferably,
the characterized force sensation is output on the user
object of the force feedback interface device such that
the user can feel the designed force sensation. The
graphical representation is updated in accordance with
the force sensation being output on the user object, pro-
moting further understanding of the effects of the char-
acterization on the output force sensation.
[0013] The method and apparatus of the present in-
vention advantageously provides several types of force
sensations easily commanded by a command protocol.
For example, a wall force sensation is commanded with
flexible parameters that characterize important features
of the wall. The dynamic force sensations of the present
invention allow a user to interact with and influence the
force sensations during their application, thus permitting
the user to exercise skill and subtlety in game play and
drastically increasing the realism of experienced force
sensations. The graphical design interface of the present
invention allows a programmer to easily and intuitively
design the force sensations described herein and visually
understand the effect of changes to different aspects of
the force sensations.
[0014] These and other advantages of the present in-
vention will become apparent to those skilled in the art
upon a reading of the following specification of the inven-
tion and a study of the several figures of the drawing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of a system for con-
trolling a force feedback interface ;

FIGURES 2a-b are top plan and side elevational
views, respectively, of a first embodiment of a mech-
anism for interfacing a user manipulatable object
with the force feedback device of Figure 1;

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of a second embod-
iment of a mechanism for interfacing a user manip-
ulatable object with the force feedback device of Fig-
ure 1;

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram illustrating a preferred
functionality of the force feedback system of Figure
1;

FIGURE 5 is a graph showing a force vs. displace-
ment curve for a spring condition;

FIGURE 6 is a graph showing a force vs. velocity
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curve for a damper condition;

FIGURE 7 is a graph showing a force vs. velocity
curve for a friction condition;

FIGURE 8a is a graph showing a force vs. displace-
ment curve for a wall condition;

FIGURE 8b is a graph showing a force vs. displace-
ment curve for a barrier condition;

FIGURE 9 is a graph shewing a force vs. displace-
ment curve for an effect;

FIGURE 10 is a diagrammatic representation of a
physical system used in the dynamic sensations;

FIGURE 11 is diagrammatic representation of a sling
dynamic sensation;

FIGURES 12a-b are diagrammatic representations
of a paddle dynamic sensation;

FIGURE 13 is a diagram of a displayed interface of
the present invention for designing force sensations;

FIGURE 14 is a diagram of the interface of Figure
13 in which a design window for a spring condition
is displayed;

FIGURES 15a-c are diagrams of displayed graphical
representations of a spring condition;

FIGURE 16 is a diagram of a displayed graphical
representation of a texture condition;

FIGURES 17a and 17b are displayed graphical rep-
resentations of a wall condition;

FIGURE 18 is a diagram of the interface of Figure
13 in which a design window for a periodic effect is
displayed; and

FIGURE 19 is a diagram of the interface of Figure
13 in which a design window for a periodic sweep
effect is displayed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0016] FIGURE 1 is a block diagram illustrating a force
feedback interface system 10 controlled by a host com-
puter system. Interface system 10 includes a host com-
puter system 12 and an interface device 14.
[0017] Host computer system 12 is preferably a per-
sonal computer, such as an IBM-compatible or Macin-
tosh personal computer, or a workstation, such as a SUN
or Silicon Graphics workstation. For example, the host

computer system can a personal computer which oper-
ates under the MS-DOS or Windows operating systems
in conformance with an IBM PC AT standard. Alterna-
tively, host computer system 12 can be one of a variety
of home video game systems commonly connected to a
television set, such as systems available from Nintendo,
Sega, or Sony. In other embodiments, home computer
system 12 can be a television "set top box" or a "network
computer" which can be used, for example, to provide
interactive computer functions to users over networks.
[0018] In the described embodiment, host computer
system 12 implements a host application program with
which a user 22 is interacting via peripherals and inter-
face device 14. For example, the host application pro-
gram can be a video game, medical simulation, scientific
analysis program, operating system, graphical user in-
terface, or other application program that utilizes force
feedback. Typically, the host application provides images
to be displayed on a display output device, as described
below, and/or other feedback, such as auditory signals.
[0019] Host computer system 12 preferably includes a
host microprocessor 16, random access memory (RAM)
17, read-only memory (ROM) 19, input/output (I/O) elec-
tronics 21, a clock 18, a display screen 20, and an audio
output device 21. Host microprocessor 16 can include a
variety of available microprocessors from Intel, AMD, Mo-
torola, or other manufacturers. Microprocessor 16 can
be single microprocessor chip, or can include multiple
primary and/or coprocessors. Microprocessor preferably
retrieves and stores instructions and other necessary da-
ta from RAM 17 and ROM 19, as is well known to those
skilled in the art. In the described embodiment, host com-
puter system 12 can receive locative data or a sensor
signal via a bus 24 from sensors of interface device 14
and other information. Microprocessor 16 can receive
data from bus 24 using I/O electronics 21, and can use
I/O electronics to control other peripheral devices. Host
computer system 12 can also output a "force command"
to interface device 14 via bus 24 to cause force feedback
for the interface device.
[0020] Clock 18 is a standard clock crystal or equiva-
lent component used by host computer system 12 to pro-
vide timing to electrical signals used by microprocessor
16 and other components of the computer system. Clock
18 is accessed by host computer system 12 in the force
feedback control process, as described subsequently.
[0021] Display screen 20 is coupled to host microproc-
essor 16 by suitable display drivers and can be used to
display images generated by host computer system 12
or other computer systems. Display screen 20 can be a
standard display screen, CRT, flat-panel display, 3-D
goggles, or any other visual interface. In a described em-
bodiment, display screen 20 displays images of a simu-
lation or game environment. In other embodiments, other
images can be displayed. For example, images describ-
ing a point of view from a first-person perspective can be
displayed, as in a virtual reality simulation or game. Or,
images describing a third-person perspective of objects,
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backgrounds, etc. can be displayed. A user 22 of the host
computer 12 and interface device 14 can receive visual
feedback by viewing display screen 20.
[0022] Herein, computer 12 may be referred as dis-
playing computer or graphical "objects" or "entities".
These computer objects are not physical objects, but is
a logical software unit collections of data and/or proce-
dures that may be displayed as images by computer 12
on display screen 20, as is well known to those skilled in
the art. For example, a cursor or a third-person view of
a car might be considered player-controlled computer
objects that can be moved across the screen. A dis-
played, simulated cockpit of an aircraft might also be con-
sidered an "object", or the simulated aircraft can be con-
sidered a computer-implemented "entity".
[0023] Audio output device 21, such as speakers, is
preferably coupled to host microprocessor 16 via ampli-
fiers, filters, and other circuitry well known to those skilled
in the art. Host processor 16 outputs signals to speakers
21 to provide sound output to user 22 when an "audio
event" occurs during the implementation of the host ap-
plication program. Other types of peripherals can also be
coupled to host processor 16, such as storage devices
(hard disk drive, CD ROM drive, floppy disk drive, etc.),
printers, and other input and output devices.
[0024] An interface device 14 is coupled to host com-
puter system 12 by a bi-directional bus 24. The bi-direc-
tional bus sends signals in either direction between host
computer system 12 and the interface device. Herein,
the term "bus" is intended to generically refer to an inter-
face such as between host computer 12 and microproc-
essor 26 which typically includes one or more connecting
wires, wireless connection, or other connections and that
can be implemented in a variety of ways. In the preferred
embodiment, bus 24 is a serial interface bus providing
data according to a serial communication protocol. An
interface port of host computer system 12, such as an
RS232 or Universal Serial Bus (USB) serial interface
port, connects bus 24 to host computer system 12. Other
standard serial communication protocols can also be
used in the serial interface and bus 24, such as RS-422,
MIDI, or other protocols well known to those skilled in the
art. The USB can also source power to drive peripheral
devices and may also provide timing data that is encoded
along with differential data.
[0025] Alternatively, a parallel port of host computer
system 12 can be coupled to a parallel bus 24 and com-
municate with interface device using a parallel protocol,
such as SCSI or PC Parallel Printer Bus. Also, bus 24
can be connected directly to a data bus of host computer
system 12 using, for example, a plug-in card and slot or
other access of computer 12. Bus 24 can be implemented
within a network such as the Internet or LAN; or, bus 24
can be a channel such as the air, etc. for wireless com-
munication. In another embodiment, an additional bus
25 can be included to communicate between host com-
puter system 12 and interface device 14. For example,
bus 24 can be coupled to the standard serial port of host

computer 12, while an additional bus 25 can be coupled
to a second port of the host computer system, such as a
"game port." The two buses 24 and 25 can be used si-
multaneously to provide a increased data bandwidth.
[0026] Interface device 14 includes a local microproc-
essor 26, sensors 28, actuators 30, a user object 34,
optional sensor interface 36, an optional actuator inter-
face 38, and other optional input devices 39. Interface
device 14 may also include additional electronic compo-
nents for communicating via standard protocols on bus
24. In the preferred embodiment, multiple interface de-
vices 14 can be coupled to a single host computer system
12 through bus 24 (or multiple buses 24) so that multiple
users can simultaneously interface with the host appli-
cation program (in a multi-player game or simulation, for
example). In addition, multiple players can interact in the
host application program with multiple interface devices
14 using networked host computers 12, as is well known
to those skilled in the art.
[0027] Local microprocessor 26 is coupled to bus 24
and is preferably included within the housing of interface
device 14 to allow quick communication with other com-
ponents of the interface device. Processor 26 is consid-
ered local to interface device 14, where "local" herein
refers to processor 26 being a separate microprocessor
from any processors in host computer system 12. "Local"
also preferably refers to processor 26 being dedicated
to force feedback and sensor I/O of interface device 14,
and being closely coupled to sensors 28 and actuators
30, such as within the housing for interface device or in
a housing coupled closely to interface device 14. Micro-
processor 26 can be provided with software instructions
to wait for commands or requests from computer host
16, decode the command or request, and handle/control
input and output signals according to the command or
request. In addition, processor 26 preferably operates
independently of host computer 16 by reading sensor
signals and calculating appropriate forces from those
sensor signals, time signals, and stored or relayed in-
structions selected in accordance with a host command.
Suitable microprocessors for use as local microproces-
sor 26 include the MC68HC711E9 by Motorola, the
PIC16C74 by Microchip, and the 82930AX by Intel Corp.,
for example. Microprocessor 26 can include one micro-
processor chip, or multiple processors and/or co-proces-
sor chips. In other embodiments, microprocessor 26 can
include digital signal processor (DSP) capability.
[0028] Microprocessor 26 can receive signals from
sensors 28 and provide signals to actuators 30 of the
interface device 14 in accordance with instructions pro-
vided by host computer 12 over bus 24. For example, in
a preferred local control embodiment, host computer sys-
tem 12 provides high level supervisory commands to mi-
croprocessor 26 over bus 24, and microprocessor 26
manages low level force control loops to sensors and
actuators in accordance with the high level commands
and independently of the host computer 18. This opera-
tion is described in greater detail with respect to Figure
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4. Microprocessor 26 can also receive commands from
any other input devices 39 included on interface appa-
ratus 14 and provides appropriate signals to host com-
puter 12 to indicate that the input information has been
received and any information included in the input infor-
mation.
[0029] Local memory 27, such as RAM and/or ROM,
is preferably coupled to microprocessor 26 in interface
device 14 to store instructions for microprocessor 26 and
store temporary and other data. In addition, a local clock
29 can be coupled to the microprocessor 26 to provide
timing data, similar to system clock 18 of host computer
12; the timing data might be required, for example, to
compute forces output by actuators 30 (e.g., forces de-
pendent on calculated velocities or other time dependent
factors). Timing data for microprocessor 26 can be alter-
natively retrieved from a USB signal on bus 24.
[0030] In the preferred embodiment, sensors 28, actu-
ators 30, and microprocessor 26, and other related elec-
tronic components are included in a housing for interface
device 14, to which user object 34 is directly or indirectly
coupled. Alternatively, microprocessor 26 and/or other
electronic components of interface device 14 can be pro-
vided in a separate housing from user object 34, sensors
28, and actuators 30. Also, additional mechanical struc-
tures may be included in interface device 14 to provide
object 34 with desired degrees of freedom. Embodiments
of mechanisms are described with reference to Figures
2a-b and 3.
[0031] Sensors 28 sense the position, motion, and/or
other characteristics of a user object 34 of the interface
device 14 along one or more degrees of freedom and
provide signals to microprocessor 26 including informa-
tion representative of those characteristics. Typically, a
sensor 28 is provided for each degree of freedom along
which object 34 can be moved. Alternatively, a single
compound sensor can be used to sense position or move-
ment in multiple degrees of freedom. An example of sen-
sors suitable for several embodiments described herein
are digital optical encoders, which sense the change in
position of an object about a rotational axis and provide
digital signals indicative of the change in position. A suit-
able optical encoder is the "Softpot" from U.S. Digital of
Vancouver, Washington. Linear optical encoders, poten-
tiometers, optical sensors, velocity sensors, acceleration
sensors, strain gauge, or other types of sensors can also
be used, and either relative or absolute sensors can be
provided.
[0032] Sensors 28 provide an electrical signal to an
optional sensor interface 36, which can be used to con-
vert sensor signals to signals that can be interpreted by
the microprocessor 26 and/or host computer system 12.
For example, sensor interface 36 can receive two phase-
related signals from a sensor 28 and converts the two
signals into another pair of clock signals, which drive a
bi-directional binary counter. The output of the binary
counter is received by microprocessor 26 as a binary
number representing the angular position of the encoded

shaft. Such circuits, or equivalent circuits, are well known
to those skilled in the art; for example, the Quadrature
Chip LS7166 from Hewlett Packard, California performs
the functions described above. If analog sensors 28 are
used, an analog to digital converter (ADC) can convert
the analog signal to a digital signal that is received and
interpreted by microprocessor 26 and/or host computer
system 12. Each sensor 28 can be provided with its own
sensor interface, or one sensor interface may handle da-
ta from multiple sensors. Alternately, microprocessor 26
can perform the sensor interface functions. The position
value signals can be used by microprocessor 26 and are
also sent to host computer system 12 which updates the
host application program and sends force control signals
as appropriate. In alternate embodiments, sensor signals
from sensors 28 can be provided directly to host compu-
ter system 12 as shown by bus 24, bypassing microproc-
essor 26.
[0033] Actuators 30 transmit forces to user object 34
of the interface device 14 in one or more directions along
one or more degrees of freedom in response to signals
received from microprocessor 26. Typically, an actuator
30 is provided for each degree of freedom along which
forces are desired to be transmitted. Actuators 30 can
include two types: active actuators and passive actua-
tors. Active actuators include linear current control mo-
tors, stepper motors, pneumatic/hydraulic active actua-
tors, a torquer (motor with limited angular range), a voice
coil actuators, and other types of actuators that transmit
a force to move an object. For example, active actuators
can drive a rotational shaft about an axis in a rotary de-
gree of freedom, or drive a linear shaft along a linear
degree of freedom. Active actuators of the present inven-
tion preferably can selectively transmit force along either
direction of a degree of freedom. Passive actuators can
also be used for actuators 30. Magnetic particle brakes,
friction brakes, or pneumatic/hydraulic passive actuators
can be used in addition to or instead of a motor to gen-
erate a damping resistance or friction in a degree of mo-
tion. In alternate embodiments, all or some of sensors
28 and actuators 30 can be included together as a sen-
sor/actuator pair transducer.
[0034] Actuator interface 38 can be optionally connect-
ed between actuators 30 and microprocessor 26. Inter-
face 38 converts signals from microprocessor 26 into sig-
nals appropriate to drive actuators 30. Interface 38 can
include power amplifiers, switches, digital to analog con-
trollers (DACs), analog to digital controllers (ADC’s), and
other components, as is well known to those skilled in
the art. In alternate embodiments, interface 38 circuitry
can be provided within microprocessor 26, in actuators
30, or in host computer 12.
[0035] Other input devices 39 can optionally be includ-
ed in interface device 14 and send input signals to mi-
croprocessor 26 or to host processor 16. Such input de-
vices can include buttons, dials, switches, levers, or other
mechanisms. For example, in embodiments where user
object 34 is a joystick, other input devices can include
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one or more buttons provided, for example, on the joy-
stick handle or base and used to supplement the input
from the user to a game or simulation. The operation of
such input devices is well known to those skilled in the art.
[0036] Power supply 40 can optionally be coupled to
actuator interface 38 and/or actuators 30 to provide elec-
trical power. Power supply 40 can be included within the
housing of interface device 14, or be provided as a sep-
arate component. Alternatively, interface device 14 can
draw power from the USB (if used) and thus have no (or
reduced) need for power supply 40. Also, power from the
USB can be stored and regulated by interface device 14
and thus used when needed to drive actuators 30. For
example, power can be stored over time in a capacitor
or battery and then immediately dissipated to provide a
jolt force to the user object 34.
[0037] Safety switch 41 is optionally included in inter-
face device 14 to provide a mechanism to allow a user
to deactivate actuators 30, or require a user to activate
actuators 30, for safety reasons. In the preferred embod-
iment, the user must continually activate or close safety
switch 41 during operation of interface device 14 to en-
able the actuators 30. If, at any time, the safety switch is
deactivated (opened), power from power supply 40 is cut
to actuators 30 (or the actuators are otherwise disabled)
as long as the safety switch is opened. For example, one
embodiment of safety switch is an optical switch located
on user object 34 or on a convenient surface of a housing
of interface device 14. The switch is closed when the
user covers the optical switch with a hand or finger, so
that the actuators 30 will function as long as the user
covers the switch. Safety switch 41 can also provide a
signal directly to host computer 12. Other types of safety
switches 41 can be provided in other embodiments, such
as an electrostatic contact switch, a button or trigger, a
hand weight safety switch, etc. If the safety switch 41 is
not provided, actuator interface 38 can be directly cou-
pled to actuators 30.
[0038] User manipulable object 34 ("user object") is a
physical object, device or article that may be grasped or
otherwise contacted or controlled by a user and which is
coupled to interface device 14. By "grasp", it is meant
that users may releasably engage a grip portion of the
object in some fashion, such as by hand, with their fin-
gertips, or even orally in the case of handicapped per-
sons. The user 22 can manipulate and move the object
along provided degrees of freedom to interface with the
host application program the user is viewing on display
screen 20. Object 34 can be a joystick, mouse, trackball,
stylus (e.g. at the end of a linkage), steering wheel,
sphere, medical instrument (laparoscope, catheter, etc.),
pool cue (e.g. moving the cue through actuated rollers),
hand grip, knob, button, or other article.
[0039] FIGURE 2a is a top plan view and FIGURE 2b
is a side elevational view of one embodiment of an inter-
face apparatus including a mechanical apparatus 70 and
user object 34, in which electromagnetic voice coil actu-
ators are used to provide forces to the user object. Such

voice coil actuators are described in greater detail in pat-
ent application US 5 805 140. Interface apparatus 70
provides two linear degrees of freedom to user object 34
so that the user can translate object 12 in a planar work-
space along the X axis, along the Y axis, or along both
axes (diagonal movement). This embodiment is thus pre-
ferred for use with a mouse, puck, or similar user object
34 intended for such translatory motion.
[0040] Apparatus 70 includes user object 34 and a
board 72 that includes voice coil actuators 74a and 74b
and guides 80. Object 34 is rigidly coupled to board 72,
which, for example, can be a circuit board etched with
conductive materials. Board 72 is positioned in a plane
substantially parallel to the X-Y plane and floats. Board
72 may thus be translated along axis X and/or axis Y,
shown by arrows 78a and 78b, and object 34 is translated
in the same directions, thus providing the object 34 with
linear degrees of freedom. Board 72 is preferably guided
by guides 80, which serve to keep board 72 substantially
within a plane parallel to the X-Y plane. Board 72 is pro-
vided in a substantially right-angle orientation having one
extended portion 82a at 90 degrees from the other ex-
tended portion 82b.
[0041] Voice coil actuators 74a and 74b are positioned
on board 72 such that one actuator 74a is provided on
portion 82a and the other actuator 74b is provided on
portion 82b. Wire coil 84a of actuator 74a is coupled to
portion 82a of board 72 and includes at least two loops
etched onto board 72, preferably as a printed circuit board
trace. Terminals 86a are coupled to actuator drivers, so
that host computer 12 or microprocessor 26 can control
the direction and/or magnitude of the current in wire coil
84a. Voice coil actuator 74a also includes a magnet as-
sembly 88a, which preferably includes four magnets 90
and is grounded, where coil 84a is positioned between
opposing polarities of the magnet.
[0042] The magnetic fields from magnets 90 interact
with a magnetic field produced from wire coil 84a when
current is flowed in coil 84a to produce forces. As an
electric current I is flowed through the coil 84a via elec-
trical connections 86a, a magnetic field is generated from
the current and configuration of coil 84a. The magnetic
field from the coil then interacts with the magnetic fields
generated by magnets 90 to produce a force along axis
Y. The magnitude or strength of the force is dependent
on the magnitude of the current that is applied to the coil,
the number of loops in the coil, and the magnetic field
strength of the magnets. The direction of the force de-
pends on the direction of the current in the coil. A voice
coil actuator can be provided for each degree of freedom
of the mechanical apparatus to which force is desired to
be applied.
[0043] Limits 91 or physical stops can also be posi-
tioned at the edges of the board 72 to provide a movement
limit. Voice coil actuator 74b operates similarly to actuator
74a. Alternatively, additional coils can also be provided
for actuator 74a or 74b to provide different magnitudes
of forces. In yet other embodiments, the translatory mo-
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tion of board 72 along axes X and Y can be converted to
two rotary degrees of freedom, or additional degrees of
freedom can be similarly provided with voice-coil actua-
tion, such as an up-down degree of freedom along a z-
axis.
[0044] Voice coil actuator 74a can also be used as a
sensor to sense the velocity, position, and or acceleration
of board 72 along axis Y. Motion of coil 84a along axis Y
within the magnetic field of magnets 90 induces a voltage
across the coil 84a, and this voltage can be sensed. This
voltage is proportional to the velocity of the coil and board
72 along axis Y. From this derived velocity, acceleration
or position of the board 72 can be derived. In other em-
bodiments, separate digital sensors may be used to
sense the position, motion, etc. of object 34 in low cost
interface devices. For example, a lateral effect photo di-
ode sensor 92 can be used. including a rectangular de-
tector 94 positioned in a plane parallel to the X-Y plane
onto which a beam of energy 96 is emitted from a ground-
ed emitter 98. The position of the board 72 and object 34
can be determined by the location of the beam 96 on the
detector.
[0045] FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of another em-
bodiment of a mechanical apparatus 100 suitable for pro-
viding mechanical input and output to host computer sys-
tem 12. Apparatus 100 is more appropriate for a joystick
or similar user object 34. Apparatus 100 includes gimbal
mechanism 140, sensors 28 and actuators 30. User ob-
ject 34 is shown in this embodiment as a joystick having
a grip portion 162.
[0046] Gimbal mechanism 140 provides two rotary de-
grees of freedom to object 34. A gimbal device as shown
in Figure 2 is described in greater detail in applications
US 5 731 804 and US 5 767 839. Gimbal mechanism
140 provides support for apparatus 160 on grounded sur-
face 142, such as a table top or similar surface. Gimbal
mechanism 140 is a five-member linkage that includes
a ground member 144, extension members 146a and
146b, and central members 148a and 148b. Gimbal
mechanism 140 also includes capstan drive mechanisms
164.
[0047] Ground member 144 includes a base member
166 and vertical support members 168. Base member
166 is coupled to grounded surface 142. A vertical sup-
port member 168 is coupled to each of these outer sur-
faces of base member 166 such that vertical members
168 are in substantially 90-degree relation with each oth-
er. Ground member 144 is coupled to a base or surface
which provides stability for mechanism 140. The mem-
bers of gimbal mechanism 140 are rotatably coupled to
one another through the use of bearings or pivots. Ex-
tension member 146a is rigidly coupled to a capstan drum
170 and is rotated about axis A as capstan drum 170 is
rotated. Likewise, extension member 146b is rigidly cou-
pled to the other capstan drum 170 and can be rotated
about axis B. Central drive member 148a is rotatably cou-
pled to extension member 146a and can rotate about
floating axis D, and central link member 148b is rotatably

coupled to an end of extension member 146b at a center
point P and can rotate about floating axis E. Central drive
member 148a and central link member 148b are rotatably
coupled to each other at the center of rotation of the gim-
bal mechanism, which is the point of intersection P of
axes A and B. Bearing 172 connects the two central mem-
bers 148a and 148b together at the intersection point P.
[0048] Gimbal mechanism 140 is formed as a five
member closed chain such that each end of one member
is coupled to the end of a another member. Gimbal mech-
anism 140 provides two degrees of freedom to an object
34 positioned at or near to the center point P of rotation,
where object 34 can be rotated about axis A and/or B. In
alternate embodiments, object 34 can also be rotated or
translated in other degrees of freedom, such as a linear
degree of freedom along axis C or a rotary "spin" degree
of freedom about axis C, and these additional degrees
of freedom can be sensed and/or actuated. In addition,
a capstan drive mechanism 164 can be coupled to each
vertical member 168 to provide mechanical advantage
without introducing friction and backlash to the system,
and are described in greater detail in patent application
US 5 767 839.
[0049] Sensors 28 and actuators 30 can be coupled to
gimbal mechanism 140 at the link points between mem-
bers of the apparatus, and can be combined in the same
housing of a grounded transducer 174a or 174b. A rota-
tional shaft of actuator and sensor can be coupled to a
pulley of capstan drive mechanism 164 to transmit input
and output along the associated degree of freedom. User
object 34 is shown as a joystick having a grip portion 162
for the user to grasp. A user can move the joystick about
axes A and B.
[0050] Other embodiments of interface apparatuses
and transducers can also be used in interface device 14
to provide mechanical input/output for user object 34. For
example, interface apparatuses which provide one or
more linear degrees of freedom to user object 34 can be
used. Other embodiments of actuators and interfaces are
described in patent applications US 5767839,
US5721566, US5805140, US 6219032, and US
6024576.
[0051] FIGURE 4 is a block diagram illustrating the pre-
ferred functionality of the force feedback system 10 of
Figure 1. The force feedback system provides a host con-
trol loop of information and a local control loop of infor-
mation in a distributed control system.
[0052] In the host control loop of information, force
commands 180 are provided from the host computer to
the microprocessor 26 and reported data 182 is provided
from the microprocessor 26 to the host computer. In one
direction of the host control loop, force commands 180
are output from the host computer to microprocessor 26
and instruct the microprocessor to output a force having
specified characteristics. Such characteristics may in-
clude the type of force desired, such as a vibration, tex-
ture, jolt, groove, obstruction, or other types of forces.
Furthermore, the force commands may specify charac-
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teristics of the commanded force, such as magnitude,
duration, frequency, conditions to cause the force to be
applied, spatial range of force, etc. For example, in patent
application US 5 734 373 , a command protocol is dis-
closed in which a host command includes a command
identifier, specifying the type of force, and one or more
command parameters, specifying the characteristics of
that type of force. The microprocessor decodes or parses
the commands according to local software or firmware.
In the preferred embodiment, the host computer can also
provide other types of host commands to the microproc-
essor 26 besides force commands, e.g., commands to
initiate and characterize the reading of sensor signals
and the reporting of locative data derived from the sensor
signals to the host computer from the microprocessor,
commands to initiate and characterize the reading and
reporting of button or other input device signals, etc.
[0053] The host computer 12 can also send commands
to load data from host computer 12 or another computer
readable medium into memory 27 of the microprocessor
for later use or to provide information needed for local
force feedback determination. For example, the host
computer 12 can send data including a "spatial repre-
sentation" of objects in a graphical user interface or other
graphical environment to microprocessor 26, which is da-
ta describing the locations of all or some of the graphical
objects currently displayed in the graphical environment
which are associated with forces and the types of these
graphical objects. The microprocessor can store such a
spatial representation in memory 27. The microproces-
sor thus can determine, independently of the host com-
puter, at what positions the user object is interacting with
a graphical object having forces associated with it, and
thus will know when to output force signals to actuators
30. In the preferred embodiment, only some of the graph-
ical object locations are stored at one time in the limited
storage space of the local memory 27, e.g., those graph-
ical objects which are most likely to affect forces on the
user object based on its current location. With this spatial
representation, it is possible for microprocessor 26 to de-
termine when the user object 34 moves within a region
in the graphical environment, independently of the host
computer determining when a user-controlled graphical
object is within the region in the graphical environment.
[0054] In the other direction of the host control loop,
the local microprocessor 26 receives the host commands
180 and reports data 182 to the host computer. This data
182 preferably includes locative data (or sensor data)
that describes the position of the user object 34 in one
or more provided degrees of freedom. In some embodi-
ments, other locative data can also be reported to the
host computer, including velocity and/or acceleration da-
ta describing the motion of the user object 34. The data
182 can also include data describing the states of buttons
39 and/or the states/positions of other input devices 39
and safety switch 41. The host computer uses the data
182 to update programs executed by the host computer,
such as a graphical simulation or environment, video

game, graphical user interface, etc.
[0055] In the local control loop of information, actuator
signals 184 are provided from the microprocessor 26 to
actuators 30 and sensor signals 186 are provided from
the sensors 28 and other input devices 39 to the micro-
processor 26. In one direction, the actuator signals 184
are provided from the microprocessor 26 to the actuators
30 to command the actuators to output a force or force
sensation. The microprocessor outputs the actuator sig-
nals according to commands received from the host. The
microprocessor may directly implement data in the host
command, or execute a local process associated with
the command. For example, the microprocessor can fol-
low local program insructions (a "force routine") stored
in memory 27 and which specify the actuator signals or
magnitudes to output that are associated with a particular
command from the host such as "Wall". The microproc-
essor 26 can process inputted sensor signals to inde-
pendently determine appropriate output actuator signals
by following instructions that may be stored in local mem-
ory 27 and includes force magnitudes, a force profile or
sequence of stored magnitudes or other values, algo-
rithms, or other data. The force process can command
distinct force sensations, such as vibrations, textures,
jolts, or simulated interactions between displayed ob-
jects. Many of these embodiments are described in great-
er detail in application US 5 734 373. The microprocessor
26, for example, can output the control signals in the form
of a force waveform which is transformed into the appro-
priate form for the actuators by an actuator interface 38.
Herein, the term "force sensation" refers to either a single
force or a sequence of forces output by the actuators 30
which provide a sensation to the user. For example, vi-
brations, textures, attractive forces, a single jolt, or a force
"groove" are all considered force sensations, as are the
dynamic sensations disclosed herein.
[0056] In the other direction of the local control loop,
the sensors 28 provide sensor signals 186 to the micro-
processor 26 indicating a position (or other information)
of the user object in degrees of freedom. Signals from
other input devices 39 and safety switch 41 can also be
input as sensor signals. The microprocessor may use
the sensor signals in the local determination of forces to
be output on the user object, as well as reporting locative
data in data 182 derived from the sensor signals to the
host computer that represents the position (or other char-
acteristics) of the user object 34, as explained above.
For example, the sensors signals may be processed into
the locative data which is in a form suitable for reception
by the host computer.
[0057] The data 182 reported to the host computer by
the microprocessor 26 typically includes a direct repre-
sentation of the position (or motion) of the user manipu-
latable object 34 (and/or may also represent the
states/conditions of other input device 39). Thus, when
the actuators 30 output a force on user object 34, the
force moves the user object and changes its position.
This new position is detected by the sensors and reported
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to the microprocessor in sensor signals 186, and the mi-
croprocessor in turn reports the new position to the host
computer in data 182. The host computer updates an
application program according to the newly-received po-
sition. Thus, the visual images updated on the screen
may be affected by the force sensations, and vice-versa.
[0058] The use of microprocessor 26 allows realistic
force feedback to be implemented over low bandwidth
interfaces. The faster that the sensors 28 are read and
the forces are updated using actuators 30, the more re-
alistic and "smooth" is the force sensation. The loop of
reading sensors and updating forces, called the "update"
rate, should be 500 Hz to 1000 Hz. The microprocessor,
being local to the sensors and actuators, can perform the
high speed computations in the local control loop neces-
sary for a high update rate. However, the rate of visually
updating the images on the display device of the host
computer, to coordinate the images with output forces,
need only have a low update rate on the order of 100 Hz.
The microprocessor 26 can report the sensor data to the
host computer in the host control loop at this lower rate
over the interface bus 24. The distribution of host com-
mand of forces/updating of application program and local
processing of forces allows much greater stability and
control of forces when communciation bandwidth is re-
altively limited.
[0059] In a different, host-controlled embodiment that
utilizes microprocessor 26, host computer 12 can provide
low-level force commands over bus 24, which microproc-
essor 26 directly transmits to the actuators. In yet another
alternate embodiment, no local microprocessor 26 is in-
cluded in interface system 10, and host computer 12 di-
rectly controls and processes all signals to and from the
interface device 14, e.g. the host computer directly con-
trols the forces output by actuators 30 and directly re-
ceives sensor signals 186 from sensors 28 and input de-
vices 39.

Force Feedback Sensations

[0060] Because force feedback devices can produce
such a wide variety of feel sensations, each with its own
unique parameters, constraints, and implementation is-
sues, the overall spectrum of force sensations has been
divided herein into subsets. Herein, three classes of feel
sensations are discussed: spatial conditions ("condi-
tions"), temporal effects ("effects" or "waves"), and dy-
namic sensations ("dynamics"). Conditions are force
sensations that are a function of user motion, effects are
force sensations that are a predefined profile played back
over time, and dynamics are force sensations that are
based on an interactive dynamic model of motion and
time.

Conditions

[0061] Conditions describe the basic physical proper-
ties of an interface device based on spatial motion of the

interface. For example, a joystick device has basic prop-
erties such as the stiffness, damping, inertia, and friction
in the joystick handle. These elementary conditions de-
fine the underlying feel of handle motion during general
manipulation. Conditions can also be barriers or obstruc-
tions ("walls") that restrict spatial manipulation of the
stick, and can also be textures. Conditions are very com-
pelling physical sensations because they generate forc-
es as a function of the spatial motion of the interface
device as caused by the user. In most applications, con-
ditions are used to tune the general feel of the device
based upon provided parameters. For example, when
flying an F-16 fighter in a game, a joystick handle might
be made to feel very stiff and heavy. When flying an old
Spitfire, a joystick handle might be made to feel loose
and light. When the craft is damaged by an enemy fire,
the joystick handle might be made to feel sticky with a
scratchy texture.
[0062] Overall, it should be understood that conditions
are typically not associated with discrete sudden events
during game play or application use, but are rather back-
ground conditions or background physical properties of
application events, hence the name "conditions." A con-
dition is usually an environmental feel that is set up and
experienced over an extended period. For example,
when a controlled aircraft lifts off a runway, a set of con-
ditions would be engaged to represent the feel of that
particular plane. Such conditions are felt by the user for
an extended period, but will be updated as gaming events
change. When the wing-flaps are raised, the stick might
be made to feel more stiff. In another example, a car is
controlled in a driving game. Depending upon what car
is being driven, a set of conditions will define the stiffness
of the wheel, the range of motion of the wheel, and the
damping and friction in the wheel. When the car is air-
borne off a jump, these conditions may change to simu-
late the feel of the free tires. When driving in mud, the
conditions may change again. Thus conditions, while typ-
ically used over extended periods of time, can be highly
tuned to changing game events.
[0063] Conditions may create force sensations that are
a function of user object position, user velocity, and/or
user object acceleration. Preferred standard types of
conditions are springs, dampers, inertia, friction, texture,
and walls. A spring force is a restoring force that feels
like stretching or compressing a spring. A damper force
is a drag resistance that feels like moving through a vis-
cous liquid. An inertia force sensation feels as if the user
is moving a heavy mass. A friction force sensation is a
contact or rubbing resistance that encumbers free mo-
tion. A texture is a spatially varying resistance that feels
like dragging a stick over a grating. A wall is an obstruction
having a specified location that feels like a hard stop or
a soft cushion.
[0064] Commanding conditions of the above types in-
volves specifying the condition type and defining the
unique physical properties associated with that type.
These can be specified using the host command identi-
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fiers and host command parameters as described above.
For example, a basic type of condition is a spring, as
specified by the host command identifier, and the funda-
mental physical property or parameter is the stiffness.
The resulting sensation will be a restoring force upon the
user object that resists motion away from a spring origin.
The stiffness defines how quickly the force increases with
motion. Additional parameters can further customize the
feel of the spring by adjusting the location of the spring
origin by assigning which axis or axes the spring is ap-
plied to, by limiting the maximum force output of the
spring sensation, etc. All of these physical properties are
the parameters for the stiffness sensation. By defining
these parameters, a wide variety of feels can be created.
By combining multiple springs, even more diverse sen-
sations can be defined. By combining spring sensations
with other conditions such as textures and friction, the
diversity grows further.
[0065] Another parameter is a trigger parameter, which
defines when to create the condition sensation. In the
simplest case, the condition might be created (triggered)
directly upon the call of the host command. In the more
advanced case, the condition sensation being defined
might be generated (triggered) upon a local event such
as the press of a button. Using buttons or other input
devices to trigger sensations provides the benefits of "re-
flexes." Since reflexes are more useful for discrete events
rather than background environment, conditions may
more often trigger directly upon a host command. Effects,
on the other hand, often trigger from button presses as
described subsequently.

Spring condition

[0066] The spring condition defines a physical property
best described as the stiffness of the user object in pro-
vided degrees of freedom. A user object axis with a high
stiffness will feel as if a strong spring resists displacement
of the user object. A user object axis with a low stiffness
will feel loose, as if a weak spring resists displacement
of the user object. A spring is generally modeled using
Hooke’s Law F = kd, where resistance force (F) is pro-
portional to the displacement (d). The proportionality (k)
is generally called the stiffness or "spring constant." Pa-
rameters can define and characterize the feel of the
spring force sensation. Such parameters may include
Stiffness (k) (can be defined for positive and negative
displacements of a device axis), Offset (the location of
the center of the simulated spring), Saturation (the max-
imum-minimum allowable force values), Angle (the angle
or direction in which the spring is defined), and Deadband
(region about origin in which no forces are applied). An
example of such a force and the effects of parameters is
shown in graph 200 of FIGURE 5. Such a force and ap-
propriate parameters are described in greater detail in
patent application US 5 7347 373.
[0067] In addition, multiple spring conditions can be
present on a single axis of a force feedback interface

device. In such a case, the resisting forces imposed by
the springs can simply be summed. If the springs are
defined with different offsets, deadband regions, and sat-
uration values, the summation of the multiple springs may
give provide different sensations at different positions in
the range of travel of the user object, where the resistance
may either increase or drop off.

Damping condition

[0068] The damping condition defines a physical prop-
erty similar to the feel of moving through a viscous fluid.
The force for a damper increases with velocity, where
the resistance to velocity is the viscous property called
"damping." A damper force sensation can be described
as a mathematical relationship between force and veloc-
ity (F = bv), wherein the resistance force (F) is simply
proportional to the velocity (v), and the proportionality (b)
is generally called the stiffness or "damping constant."
As with spring condition, a number of parameters can be
used to fine tune the feel of the damping sensation, such
as Damping (B) for positive and negative velocities along
a device axis. For example, the damper can be defined
with a +b and -b such that it is much harder to quickly
push the joystick forward than it is to pull it back. Param-
eters such as Offset, Deadband, and Saturation can be
defined for the damper condition similarly as for the spring
condition, as shown in graph 202 of FIGURE 6.

Inertia Condition

[0069] The inertia condition defines a physical property
similar to the feel of moving a heavy mass. The user
object moved in an axis defined with a high inertia feels
heavy, and the user object moved in an axis defined with
a low inertia feels light. High inertia can be useful to sim-
ulate the feel of piloting a large craft or dragging a heavy
weight. The inertia sensation can be modeled using New-
ton’s Law represented as F = ma, where the resistance
force (F) is proportional to the acceleration (a). The pro-
portionality constant (m) is the mass. To make the user
object feel heavy, a large value is used for the mass. To
make the user object feel light, a small value (or even a
negative value) is used for mass. The parameters for an
inertia condition can include the magnitude of mass and
the saturation level at which no additional inertial force
may be output.

Friction Condition

[0070] The friction condition defines a physical resist-
ance sensation representing the feel of sliding an object
against a uniform frictional surface. Like damping, friction
force always resists the direction of motion. Graph 204
of FIGURE 7 shows a force vs. velocity representation
of friction. Unlike damping, friction force has a constant
magnitude regardless of the velocity. In other words, fric-
tion is a force sensation where the direction of the force
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is dependent upon the sign of the velocity, but the mag-
nitude of the force is constant. The magnitude of the fric-
tional resistance can be defined by a parameter called
the friction coefficient. In addition, a number of parame-
ters can be used to fine tune the feel of the friction sen-
sation similar to the conditions described above, for ex-
ample, friction coefficient (f) and a deadband. Further-
more, different values of friction coefficient (f) can be de-
fined for positive and negative velocities along of a device
axis. For example, the friction can be defined with a +f
and -f such that it is much harder to turn a steering wheel
left than it is to turn it right.
[0071] It is important to note that there is a fundamental
problem with the simple mathematical model of the fric-
tion condition shown in Fig. 7. When the direction of the
user object is changed (i.e., changing velocity to the other
side the force axis), a sudden, sharp friction force is ap-
plied in the new direction, which is usually not desired.
Therefore, a simulated friction is preferably provided that
has a smooth transition of force when changing direction,
such that the force is proportional to velocity when ve-
locity is very small.

Texture Condition

[0072] The texture condition is a spatial condition
which imparts to the user a feel of "bumps" similar to
dragging an object over a rough surface like a metal grat-
ing. Textures result in a periodic force signal felt by the
user. However, unlike a vibration effect (described be-
low), a texture creates a periodic force signal that varies
based on the spatial motion of the user object, whereas
vibrations are periodic forces that are output as a simple
function of time. In other words, vibrations are predefined
routines "played" over time while textures create interac-
tive spatial environments wherein the feel is highly de-
pendent upon user motion.
[0073] A number of parameters can be used to tune
the feel of a texture sensation. These parameters include
Roughness, Spacing, Density, and Orientation. By ad-
justing each of these values, programmers can define a
variety of texture sensations with great flexibility. The
meaning of each parameter is described below.
[0074] Roughness defines the intensity of the texture
sensation. Since this is an interactive effect, the strength
of the sensation also depends on how the user moves
the interface through the texture environment. Rough-
ness (R) can be analogized to the grit of sandpaper,
where the feel depends both on the grit and how the user
rubs his or her hand over it. It should be noted that some
force feedback devices allow the definition of a positive
roughness (+R) and a negative roughness (-R) such that
the intensity of the texture depends upon which direction
the user object is moving. Spacing defines the center-to-
center spacing between the "bumps" in the texture. The
smaller the spacing, the finer the texture. Density defines
the width of the "bumps" in the texture with a range of 1
to 100, where 50 means 50% of the center-to-center

spacing of the bumps. A small density means the bumps
are small with respect to the empty space between them.
A large density means the bumps are large with respect
to the empty space between them. The Orientation of the
texture grid can be either horizontal or vertical in each
dimension.

Wall Condition

[0075] A wall condition creates the feel of encountering
a surface within the range of travel of the user object of
the interface device. For example, if a force feedback
joystick is moved into a simulated wall, the user feels a
hard obstacle when the stick is moved perpendicular to
the wall (pushed into the wall) and feels a smooth surface
when the stick is moved parallel to wall (rubbed along
the wall). The wall stops providing resistance forces if
the stick is backed away from the wall. The wall re-applies
forces if the stick re-encounters the wall. Often, the wall
is displayed on the screen and a uzer controlled graphical
object, such as a cursor, interacts or collides with the wall
to cause the wall sensation on the user object. For ex-
ample, the cursor can be controlled by the user object
under a position control paradigm, in which movement
of the cursor in the graphical environment directly corre-
sponds to movement of the user object in the physical
workspace.
[0076] Mathematically, a wall condition is usually rep-
resented as a force that suddenly increases rapidly with
displacement of the user object. FIGURE 8a is graph 206
showing a representation of a wall in a force vs. displace-
ment graph. If a joystick is moved to the right towards a
wall, represented by line 208, no force is applied on the
joystick until the joystick moves to the wall location. Once
the joystick crosses the location of the wall (where line
208 crosses the displacement axis 210), the resistance
force increases very rapidly with displacement, creating
a force that pushes back on the joystick and resists the
penetration of the wall by the joystick. Line 208 in Fig. 8
represents the relation between force and displacement
and is a steep line, representing a force that increases
quickly with penetration into the simulated wall. The
steeper the force increases with displacement into the
wall, the "harder" the wall will feel.
[0077] In the present invention, the wall condition has
been abstracted to simple parameters that can be rapidly
defined by programmers. A wall is defined in terms of its
hardness, location, and orientation. There are a number
of central parameters that make the wall sensation very
diverse, as described below.
[0078] Hardness is the basic physical parameter for a
wall condition. It describes how rigid or compliant the
surface of the wall feels when the user pressed against
it. A force feedback device cannot simulate the feel of a
truly "rigid" wall because the force output capability of the
hardware is limited. For example, most force feedback
joysticks made for consumer applications produce, at
maximum, less than 1 pound of force. This means when
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a user pushes a force feedback joystick into a simulated
wall, the joystick can only resist penetration with a limited
resistance force.
[0079] Sense is a binary parameter defined as either
positive or negative. A wall with positive sense will resist
crossing of the wall when moving in a positive direction
along an axis. A wall with negative sense will resist cross-
ing of the wall when moving in a negative direction. Thick-
ness is a parameter that defines the thickness of the wall
or barrier.
[0080] Puncture is a parameter that controls if and
when a user penetrates a wall by overcoming the resist-
ance force. A wall with a low Puncture value will let a
user "pop through" the wall when the user only applies
a small force into the wall. A wall with a high Puncture
value will resist the user’s penetration until the joystick
gets close to resisting with its maximum force capability.
[0081] Through-State is a parameter that determines
what happens when the wall is penetrated by the user.
Three options are described herein: i) the wall sensation
is terminated once the wall is penetrated, ii) the wall sen-
sation is dormant, waiting for the user to return to the
original side of the wall at which point it becomes active
again, or iii) the wall is flipped, meaning it reverses is
sense, so that if a user tries to return to the original side
of the wall, the interface device is resisted.
[0082] Offset is a parameter that describes the location
of the wall and is defined in one of two ways. Either the
Offset value is the distance of the wall from the origin of
the user object’s range of motion (i.e., the center of the
user object workspace), or Offset is defined as the dis-
tance of the wall from the current location of the user
object (i.e., the location of the joystick at the instant that
the command is called). In the first instance, Offset is an
absolute value and in the second instance the Offset is
a relative value. An Offset-Flag can be used to indicate
in which sense the offset of the wall is defined. An Angle
parameter can be used to define the angle of the wall.
[0083] Surface_Friction is a parameter that governs
surface damping when the user object is moved along
the length of the wall surface. If the Surface_Friction is
low, the wall will feel like a smooth surface, like glass or
ice. If the Surface_Friction is high, the wall will not feel
as smooth, as through it was coated in rubber.
[0084] Surface_Texture is a parameter that governs
the texture felt when rubbing along the length of the Wall
surface. If Surface_Texture is low, the feel of rubbing
along the wall will feel very uniform. If the
Surface_Texture is high, the feel of rubbing along the
wall will feel bumpy, like dragging over a rough concrete.
Surface_Texture and Surface_Friction together can de-
fine a wide range of sensations from a smooth glass to
a bumpy stone.
[0085] Clipping is a binary parameter that can be se-
lected by the host to be on or off. When clipping is ON,
the peripheral device creates a unique visual illusion that
greatly enhances the impression of wall hardness. As
described previously, a simulated wall can never be fully

rigid, for it will always have some compliance due to the
fact that the motors are limited in force output capability.
Thus, a user using a force feedback interface device and
pushing against a simulated wall will penetrate the wall
by some distance. If there is no visual representation of
this penetration, it is not noticeable to the user. But, if a
graphical object drawn by the host computer is following
joystick location and is visually shown to penetrate a
graphical wall, the penetration becomes very noticeable.
Therefore, it is useful to have a means of creating a visual
illusion where the graphical object hits a wall and stops
even though the joystick actually penetrates the simulat-
ed wall. To achieve this illusion the mapping between the
graphical display and joystick position needs to be bro-
ken. This is called "clipping." When a peripheral device
penetrates a simulated wall, the interface device will nor-
mally report position data that reflects the penetration.
But, if clipping is turned ON, the data reported from the
device will not reflect the penetration into the wall, it will
reflect the location of the joystick as if the wall was im-
penetrable. In other words, clipping causes the peripheral
to send false data to the host - data that makes the wall
seem rigid even though it is not. This is very useful for
graphical simulations where walls are used as real
boundaries that objects can not move beyond. Clipping
is described in greater detail in application US 6028593.
[0086] Pressure Mode is another binary parameter
than can be either On or Off. Penetration into a wall can
be viewed as a measure of how hard a user is pushing
against the surface of the wall. This is because the harder
a user pushes against a simulated wall, the deeper the
joystick will penetrate into that wall. Having a measure
of how hard the user is pushing against the wall (pres-
sure) is useful to increase the realism of wall interactions.
For example, if one is dragging a finger lightly against a
wall surface, the rubbing sensation will be very different
than if one is pushing hard against the wall while drag-
ging. The friction and the texture will feel stronger if one
is pushing hard. Thus, when Pressure Mode is on, the
simulated wall can produce this same relationship be-
tween moving along the length of the wall and pushing
into the wall. Pressure Mode makes the intensity of the
rubbing Friction and rubbing Texture proportional to how
hard the user is pushing into the wall. Thus, when the
user pushes the user object hard against the wall, friction
and texture along the wall surface will feel stronger than
when the user only lightly pushes the user object into the
wall. This creates a very realistic wall sensation, espe-
cially when used in combination with clipping.
[0087] The Enclosure parameter provides a rectangu-
lar region defined by 4 walls. Each of the wall surfaces
has all of the parameters described in the wall command
above. Each wall can have its own stiffness, texture,
damping, through-state, etc. There are also some addi-
tional parameters unique to the enclosure itself. Repli-
cate is an on-or-off flag parameter which indicates if the
enclosure should call another enclosure when a user
pops out of one side, the new enclosure being simulated
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at a position next to the first enclosure. This provides the
ability to create a column, row, or table of enclosures.
[0088] A Scroll_Surface command is a type of wall con-
dition that includes parameters of direction, sense, trig-
ger, offset, hardness, friction, surface texture, off-dis-
tance, through-state, clipping, and pressure-mode, like
the wall command described above. This command cre-
ates a horizontal or vertical wall (specified by the direction
parameter) passing through the location of the cursor
(location when the call is received) or a location offset
from the current location. The wall will feel like a hard
surface when puck is moved perpendicularly into the wall.
The harder one pushes against the wall (measured as
penetration into the surface), the larger the
Push_Valuator value generated. This value will be sent
back to the computer and used by the host control the
rate of scrolling text, zooming images, etc. When moved
parallel to the surface, the scroll surface will not change
and it will feel like a smooth or textured surface. The
location of the wall is remembered if the user pulls the
user object back from the wall within a predetermined
range of the wall (the off-distance parameter), so that the
wall will present forces when re-engaged by the user ob-
ject. When the user object is moved away from the wall
past the predefined range, the wall turns off and the mi-
croprocessor does not retain memory of the scroll surface
location. The Direction parameter indicates whether a
horizontal or vertical scroll surface is defined. The Trigger
parameter indicates if a trigger should be used to indicate
that surface be engaged, such as one of multiple buttons
on the user object or interface device. The Scroll_Surface
command is useful for turning the edge of a window or
the edge of a screen into an input means for controlling
scrolling, zooming, panning, or other analog functions.
The Pop command (described below) can be used in
conjunction with the Scroll_Surface to give haptic "ticks"
when pages or other elements scroll by or when the limits
of a zoom or pan function are reached in a graphical user
interface.

Barrier Condition

[0089] Barrier is a condition, similar to a wall, that cre-
ates the feel of encountering a hard surface within the
range of travel of the user object 34. Unlike a wall, a
barrier is a simulated obstacle that can be penetrated.
For example, if a joystick is moved into a simulated bar-
rier, a hard obstacle force is provided when the joysstick
is moved perpendicular to the barrier (pushed into the
barrier). If the joystick is forced into the barrier with
enough force, it will penetrate and thereby "pop" to the
other side. Preferably, the barrier has a positive hardness
parameter and a negative hardness parameter which de-
fine the feel of the barrier depending upon which direction
it is approached. Also, the barrier sensation can include
a thickness parameter that defines how difficult or easy
it is to penetrate.
[0090] As shown in graph 214 of FIGURE 8b, a barrier

is represented as a force that increases sharply with dis-
placement at the location of the barrier when crossed
from a given direction, as shown by angled lines 216 and
218, similar to the wall of Fig. 8a. If the user pushes
against the barrier with enough force to cause the user
object to penetrate by half the thickness (t) of the barrier,
the force profile will flip direction thereby "popping" the
user to the other side. Thus, a user object starts at the
center of its workspace and is moved to the right. No
force is felt on the user object until the barrier is encoun-
tered at line 216. The force resists penetration until the
joystick penetrates the barrier by half the thickness dis-
tance (t). Then, the force reverses in direction and the
user object "pops" to the other side at point 219. If the
user object now approaches the barrier from the right
side of the barrier, the force again resists penetration
until the user object "pops" back to the left side of the
barrier.
[0091] Like the wall condition, the barrier condition has
been abstracted to simple parameters, such as Positive
Hardness and Negative Hardness defining the rigidity or
compliance of the surface of the barrier in the positive
and negative directions, respectively; Thickness defining
the distance into the barrier the user needs to push before
"popping through" to the other side, where the user needs
to push into the barrier by half the thickness in order to
pop to the other side; and Offset, Surface Friction, and
Surface Texture for defining characteristics of the barrier
similarly to the wall condition described above.

Temporal Effects

[0092] Effects are force sensations that are closely cor-
related with discrete temporal events during game play.
For example, a shuttlecraft is blasted by an alien laser,
the user feels a physical blast that is synchronized with
graphics and sound that also represent the event. The
jolt will likely have a predefined duration and possible
have other parameters that describe the physical feel of
the event. The blast may even be represented by a com-
plex force profile that defines a feel unique to the weapon
that was fired. While discrete, effects can have a sub-
stantial duration - for example, if a small motor boat is
caught in the wake of a huge tanker, the bobbing sensa-
tion may be an effect that lasts over an extended period
and may vary over time.
[0093] Effects are best thought of as predefined func-
tions of time such as vibrations and jolts that are "overlaid"
on top of the background conditions described above as
foreground sensations. In other words, effects are forces
that are defined and "played back" over time when called.
For example, in the driving example given above, a given
car may have conditions that define the "feel" of the wheel
when such as the stiffness, damping, and friction in the
wheel. But, when the car hits a pot hole or bumps another
car, the discrete jolt that is overlaid on top of the back-
ground sensations are effects. In addition, the subtle mo-
tor-hum that is felt as the engine is revved is another
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effect overlaid on top of the background conditions.
[0094] The biggest drawback of effects is that they are
pre-defined sensations that are simply played back over
time. While conditions are highly interactive sensations
that respond to user motion, effects are canned force
profiles that execute the same, regardless of how the
user responds. Nevertheless, effects can be very effec-
tive when coordinated with application program events.
The key is to use effects only where appropriate and to
use conditions and dynamics to provide interactive rich-
ness for the user.
[0095] Effects fall into two classes as described herein:
a) Force Signals and b) Force Profiles. A Force Signal
is an effect that is defined based on a mathematical re-
lationship between force and time. This mathematical re-
lationship is defined using waveform conventions. For
example, a Force Signal might be defined as a force that
varies with time based on a sine-wave of a given frequen-
cy and magnitude to create a vibration sensation. A Force
Profile is an Effect that is defined based on a stream of
digitized data. This is simply a list of force samples that
are stored and played back over time. Using Force Sig-
nals, a complex sensation can be defined based on sim-
ple parameters such as Sine-Wave, 50 Hz, 50% magni-
tude. An advantage of Force Profiles is that they allow
for more general shapes of forces, but require a signifi-
cant amount of data to be transferred to and stored at
the interface device 14.
[0096] Many force effects can be created by having
actuators generate time-varying force signals upon a
force feedback device. The form and shape of the result-
ing wave has great influence upon the "feel" experienced
by the user. For example, a convenient way of defining
force effects is by parameters such as source, magni-
tude, period, duration, offset, and phase. The source is
basically the mathematical foundation for the force ver-
sus time relationship, and can be a constant force or a
basic periodic waveform such as a sine-wave, triangle-
wave, square-wave and saw-tooth wave. Magnitude
scales the source based on a percentage of full capability
of the given hardware device. Period defines the time for
a single cycle of the waveform to be played and is defined
as 1/frequency of the resulting waveform. Duration de-
fines how long the periodic signal should be played, Off-
set defines the location of the center of the waveform as
shifted in the magnitude domain, Direction determines in
which direction(s) or degrees of freedom the effect is ap-
plied, and Phase defines the time offset of the waveform.
[0097] Once a waveform is defined, its shape can be
adjusted using an envelope. Wave shaping is described
in greater detail in co-pending patent application serial
no. 08/747,841, incorporated by reference herein. Pref-
erably, only those variables that have significant impact
upon human perception of the resulting sensation are
manipulated to minimize the computational burden of
representing the effects. For example, parameters such
as Impulse Level and Settle Time, Fade Level and Fade
Time can be provided to shape the waveform. These

parameters are shown graphically with reference to
graph 220 of FIGURE 9. Since human physical senses
are most sensitive to changes in force intensity (called
"transients" or "impulses") and least sensitive to constant
forces or slowly changing forces, the most important pa-
rameters to adjust are those that allow the programmer
to accentuate the sharp transitions in force level. Impulse
Level is a variable (defined as a percentage of full) that
describes how much initial magnitude of force should be
delivered upon initiation of the effect to accentuate the
transient, and the Settle Time is a variable (defined as a
duration) that describes how quickly the Force Signal will
settle from the Impulse Level to the steady state magni-
tude. Together these two parameters define an effective
envelope for force signals that represents the primary
perceptual qualities of feel sensations. This wave shap-
ing lets one take full advantage of the limited dynamic
range of force feedback hardware devices. Other param-
eters which can extend the flexibility of the impulse wave
shaping paradigm can also be used. Fade Level and
Fade Time are analogous the Impulse Level and Settle
Time but are applied at the tailing end rather than at the
onset of a Force Signal. Fade Level defines the final force
level to be output and Fade Time defines how long it
takes for the steady state value to decay to that level.
[0098] Effects may also have Application parameters
that describe how the resulting signal is applied to the
given device. Application parameters may be a direction
in vector space or may be an "axis mask" that defines
one or more device axes or degrees of freedom for signal
application. Effects may also have Trigger parameters
that indicate when to execute a defined effect. Many ef-
fects may simply trigger (execute) upon being called by
the host computer. Other effects may trigger automati-
cally when a given button is pressed on the device. This
automatic execution of an effect is called a reflex and is
helpful in reducing the communication burden for effects
that occur very frequently such as "gun recoil" sensa-
tions. For example, the parameter Button Mask defines
which button(s) should trigger a specified effect. The pa-
rameter Repeat Delay defines the time the delay between
multiple executions of a given effect when a button is
held down for an extended period.
[0099] In addition, a single complex effect can be spec-
ified as a sequential combination of multiple simpler ef-
fects. For example, the feel of lowering the landing gear
on a fighter plane might be described as a sharp jolt (when
the hatch opens) followed by a high-frequency vibration
hum sensation (as the gear is being lowered), followed
by a sharp shock in the opposite direction (as the gear
locks into place). Such an effect is a sequence of distinct
and unique components that are sequenced together as
a single meaningful unit - a compound effect. Each com-
ponent may have its own effect parameters that describe
Magnitude, Direction, Duration, etc., of that component.
The compound effect may also have parameters such
as Magnitude and Duration that scale component values,
allowing for a Compound Effect, once created, to be ex-
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ecuted with parametrized variability. In the above exam-
ple, a compound effect can be thought of as follows:
Gear_Effect = [Jolt_Effect → Hum_Effect →
Shock_Effect].
[0100] Three basic types of effects are periodic, con-
stant force, and ramp. The periodic type of effect is the
basic effect described above, in which a signal source
such as a sine wave, triangle wave, square wave, etc.,
has a frequency and amplitude and may be shaped for
a specific application. A vibration is the most common
type of periodic force. A constant force is simply a con-
stant magnitude output over time, but also may be
shaped using the envelope parameters discussed above
to achieve a waveform that is shaped like the envelope.
A ramp is simply a rising force magnitude followed by a
falling force magnitude, and can be defined as a single
half cycle of a triangle wave or other waveform.
[0101] A periodic sweep is similar to a periodic effect,
except the direction of the force changes during the ap-
plication of the periodic sweep. For example, a start di-
rection or orientation (Start_Angle) of the force is as-
signed as one parameter, and an end direction
(Stop_Angle) of the force is assigned as another param-
eter. The start direction might be, for example, in the pos-
itive direction on the x-axis (0 degrees), and the end di-
rection might be the negative direction on the x-axis (180
degrees). The microprocessor sweeps the direction of
the output force between the two directions during the
output of the periodic force. The sweep is preferably
evenly distributed (i.e., swept at a constant rate) through-
out the duration of the periodic force, unless the user
further characterizes the sweep using parameters (for
example, and exponential sweep might be commanded
with an appropriate parameter, where the rate of change
in direction increases as the periodic force is output).
[0102] A vector force effect is a single force having
magnitude, direction, and duration parameters and can
be used for a variety of purposes, such as to signify an
event occurring in the host application program, to sim-
ulate an impact, to inform the user of a spatial layout in
a graphical environment, etc. Optionally, a vector force
may be shaped as described above during its duration.
Vector forces can be used when a particular output force
does not easily fit into any of the predefined types of force
sensations. One use of vector forces is when the host
computer controls output force sensations directly, with-
out using a predefined force implemented by microproc-
essor 26. For example, the host computer can output a
particular or unique force sensation using a series of vec-
tor force commands that output forces in desired direc-
tions and magnitudes. In the preferred embodiment, a
"streaming mode" is implemented on interface device 14
which allows efficient transmission of vector force com-
mands from the host computer. For example, such a
mode is appropriate for use with the USB bus connecting
the host computer to the interface device, which includes
an "isochronous mode" for fast streaming of smaller
packets of data because no handshaking parameters or

signals are required in this mode (i.e., the data is
streamed without requiring handshaking signals be-
tween each data packet). Such a mode allows vector
forces directly commanded from the host computer 12
to be output very quickly, thus increasing the fidelity of
host controlled forces commanded using vector force
commands. Microprocessor 26 can output vector forces
in other situations.
[0103] Other effects include Pop, is a command to cre-
ate an effect sensation similar to a vector force and has
magnitude and duration parameters, but does not have
a direction associated with it. Instead, a Pop is a single
cycle of a periodic wave simultaneously occurring in two
(or more) axes or degrees of freedom. The result is a
tactile stimuli that is neutral, having no direction. This
sensation can be used to indicate that something has
been encountered. For example, entering or exiting a
window or clicking on a button can each have a pop as-
sociated with it. This sensation is useful for small buttons
that can be missed, since the pop lets the user know the
button is pressed. When a drag-and-drop operation is
performed in a graphical user interface and a file is
dropped into a folder, a pop can signify the drop. A pop
can also be used to indicate opening or displaying a menu
and/or to indicate transitions between highlighted menu
items.
[0104] A Smart Pop command is similar to a Pop com-
mand but causes a force sensation having a direction
that is exactly opposite the current direction of motion of
the user object. This command is useful to provide a di-
rectional jolt commanded by the host computer without
requiring the host computer to read the current direction
of the user object and calculate a direction that the jolt
should be applied: it is simply applied in the opposite
direction to the current direction the user object as de-
termined in real time by microprocessor 26. For example,
Smart Pop may provide a jolt sensation of crossing into
or out of a graphical window while moving at a skewed
angle relative to the edge of the window without the host
computer requiring the direction that the user object is
moving and without needing to compute the direction in
which the jolt should be applied.

Dynamic Sensations

[0105] Dynamics provide interactive force sensations
made possible by advances in the hardware processors
employed within force feedback devices. Dynamic sen-
sations provide greater ability to interact with graphical
environments during a force sensation and in a physical
manner. With the new level of realism provided by force
feedback with dynamic sensations; feel becomes not just
a embellishment but an integral part of the gaming ex-
perience.
[0106] Dynamics are force feedback sensations gen-
erated based on real-time dynamic simulations of phys-
ical systems. Dynamic sensations let users take advan-
tage of their inherent sensory motor skill and dexterity to
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optimize their control when interacting with software. This
allows computer-implemented games to take on a level
of physicality reminiscent of real sports. For example, a
ball impacting a racquet, compressing the strings, and
then bouncing off with a snap is one dynamic sensation
that provides critical real time information that allows
players of racquet sports to impart subtle control over the
ball. This sensation cannot be easily represented by a
simple force profile that is predefined and played back
over time, since the manner in which the user interacts
with the ball during the event greatly changes the feel of
the event. The user, for example, might cushion the ball
to a halt by absorbing energy in the wrist, could whip the
ball sharply off the paddle by tightening the wrist with a
snap, or could sling the ball off to the side with a flick of
the arm. Although the entire event may only last 500 mil-
liseconds, the subtle feel of the continuously changing
forces during the interaction is very important to making
a realistic sensation. For example, the following force
sensations become possible: the feel of a ball impacting
a racquet, compressing the strings, and then bouncing
off with a final snap; the feel of wading through a thick
pool of swamp-muck that "jiggles" as the player struggles,
making it difficult to move straight; the feel of swinging a
boulder on the end of a cable - the faster the boulder
spins, the harder it tugs until the player lets go, letting it
fly; the feel of an asteroid as it dives into the force field
surrounding a space ship and is deflected by quick
maneuvering skills. Conditions and effects are incapable
of supporting these types of real-time physical interac-
tions based on user motion and a physical system. Dy-
namic sensations can not be represented by a stored,
predefined profile that is simply played back over time.
[0107] All of the above sensations have one important
thing in common: how the user reacts during the sensa-
tion event has a significant effect on the feel of the event.
This is because the above examples all involve real-time
physical interactions based on 1) user motion as well as
2) a physical system wherein user motion during the in-
teraction affects the behavior of the physical system. For
example, if the user wades through swamp-muck in a
violent manner that stirs up undulations in the fluid, the
user’s rash motions will increase the difficulty of travel
because the undulations in the fluid will worsen as the
user struggles. But, if the user wades through the swamp-
muck in a dexterous manner that absorbs the undulations
in the fluid, the user will have an easier time passing
through the muck. This example, like all interactions with
physical systems, demonstrates that how the user influ-
ences the system during the event will effect how the
event feels. When feel is influenced by user actions, the
realism of gaming and other application environments is
enhanced to a new level.
[0108] The hardware of the present invention prefera-
bly includes a dynamic processing routine ("dynamic rou-
tine" or "dynamic force routine"), which is a local software
engine or set of program instructions executing on mi-
croprocessor 26 (and which can be stored in local mem-

ory 27, for example) that allows complex dynamic sen-
sations of the present invention to be executed at high
speeds in parallel with host execution of application pro-
gram events. High level commands allow the host com-
puter to coordinate the feel and execution of the dynamic
sensations with gaming or other application program in-
teractions. For example, parameters can be sent to the
interface device 14 under Direct-X 5.0. Preferably, the
host computer sends out initial conditions to the micro-
processor 26 in the host command (or following an initial
host command), receives data from the microprocessor
from interim reporting during the dynamic sensation, and
receives a final report of data at the end of the dynamic
simulation. This is described in greater detail below.
[0109] The dynamic simulation of the physical system
used to generate the feel of a ball bouncing off a paddle
or other effects needs to run very quickly in order to pro-
vide a sensation that is not corrupted by lag. For example,
the software that runs the dynamic simulation needs to
read sensor position, update location of the paddle, com-
pute the dynamic interaction between the paddle and the
ball, compute the resultant forces to be felt by the user,
and send those forces to the motors of the interface de-
vice every few milliseconds. If the host computer was to
perform the dynamic simulation, this process would also
include the steps of reading sensor data from the inter-
face device across the communication bus and sending
force command back to the interface device across the
communication bus. This would be a computational bur-
den for the host and a bottleneck for the communication
bus. Thus, the microprocessor 26 preferably performs
the dynamic simulation locally using the dynamic routine.
All a programmer of force feedback sensations need do
to set up the dynamic simulation is send a command and
simple parameters defining the dynamic sensation from
the host computer 12 to the interface device 14. The im-
plementation of the dynamic sensations is performed lo-
cally to the interface device in parallel with gaming exe-
cution and independently of the knowledge of the host
application program or any other program of the host,
thus minimizing the impact upon the speed of the host
application.
[0110] Each dynamic sensation sets up a physical sen-
sation within the local processing routine of the interface
device. Parameters defined by the programmer can tune
the dynamic sensation for specific application events.
The basic types of dynamic sensations are described in
detail subsequently, and include Dynamic Control Law,
Dynamic Recoil, Dynamic Impact, Dynamic Liquid. Dy-
namic Inertia, and Dynamic Center Drift.
[0111] For discrete dynamic events such as impacts
and recoils, or for dynamic environments such as dynam-
ic liquid and dynamic inertia, the host sends parameters
to the dynamic routine and the hardware executes the
complex sensation in parallel to events occurring in the
host application program. However, for more complex
feel simulations that are coordinated in real time with dy-
namic graphical events shown on the display 20, the host
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application program needs update positions during the
dynamic simulation performed by the dynamic routine.
This updating is called interim reporting, and enables two
additional dynamic sensations, Dynamic Sling and Dy-
namic Paddle.
[0112] Interim reporting allows the dynamic routine to
report to the host the location of the simulated mass used
by the dynamic feel sensation at discrete time intervals
during the sensation in addition to reporting the location
of the user object. While the dynamic routine might be
performing the dynamic simulation with an internal up-
date rate as high as about 1000 Hz required for realistic
force sensations, the host computer does not need such
rapid update for graphical display. Instead, the dynamic
routine reports data back to the host on the order of
60-100 Hz, sufficient for visualization of the event. In ad-
dition to reporting interim mass location values during a
dynamic simulation, it is also valuable for the dynamic
routine to report the final position and final velocity of the
simulated mass at the end of the interaction.
[0113] For example, the dynamic routine easily imple-
ments a ball-on-paddle dynamic sensation, where the
graphical display of a ball compressing and bouncing off
a paddle is coordinated with the dynamic feel simulation
of a ball-paddle interaction. When the simulated ball first
impacts the simulated paddle, the host configures the
dynamic event by sending information about the simu-
lated physics event to the dynamic routine. Parameters
such as the mass of the ball, the incoming velocity of the
ball, the compliance of the paddle, and the inherent
damping of the paddle are conveyed. The dynamic rou-
tine then simulates the event, taking control over the sim-
ulation from the host. In real time, the ball compresses
the paddle while the user simultaneously moves the pad-
dle in response. Based on the momentum of the paddle,
the compliance and damping of the paddle, and the mo-
tions made by the user, the dynamic routine computes
the simulated location of the ball in real time. Based on
that simulated location and the stretch of the paddle, the
dynamic routine creates the appropriate and realistic feel
sensation. At regular time intervals during this complex
interaction, the dynamic routine reports ball location and
paddle location back to the host computer. These interim
reports are used by the host computer to update the
graphics and create a visual display that corresponds
with the complex feel. When the ball leaves the paddle,
the event is over and the dynamic routine returns control
of the simulation to the host computer by reporting the
final velocity of the ball as it leaves the paddle. The result
is a well-coordinated graphical and physical simulation
where the high speed computations required for feel sim-
ulation are accomplished local to the interface device and
therefore do not slow down the host application.

Dynamic Control Law

[0114] A number of different types of primary dynamic
sensations are described subsequently. Each of these

dynamic sensations is preferably implemented by the mi-
croprocessor and dynamic routine in terms of the basic
dynamic sensation, herein called the Dynamic Control
Law. This is real-time dynamic simulation of a physical
system that takes into account how user moves during
the interaction. The Dynamic Control Law implements a
physical model that is characterized by each of the types
of dynamic sensations in a different way. In addition, a
programmer or developer may directly adjust parameters
of the Dynamic Control Law to allow a more direct, low-
level control and characterization of dynamic sensations.
[0115] The Dynamic Control Law is best conceptual-
ized by referring to the physical simulation that is being
implemented by the dynamic routine, as shown diagram-
matically in FIGURE 10. This simulation includes a dy-
namic mass M that is connected to the user object 34 by
a simulated spring 230 and a simulated damper 232. User
object 34 may move in a degree of freedom designated
by ground 234. It should be noted that although Figure
10 shows one dimension, the Dynamic Control Law can
be extended to two dimensions for 2D interface devices
and three dimensions for 3D interface devices.
[0116] When the user object 34 moves, the simulated
mass M moves because the spring and the damper link
the two systems "physically." Depending upon how the
mass, the spring, and the damper parameters are de-
fined, the mass M might jiggle, jerk, or sluggishly lag be-
hind the user object. Also, there are initial conditions that
can be defined to help tune the feel sensation, include
the initial position of the mass with respect to an origin,
where the origin is typically the user object (this defines
an initial stretch of the spring); and an initial velocity of
the mass with respect to the user object. Finally, there is
an ambient damping parameter that defines the simulat-
ed medium that the mass is moving in. A high ambient
damping implies the mass is in a thick fluid, while a low
ambient damping implies the mass is in a medium such
as air having a low damping friction.
[0117] Below is a brief description of each parameter
used by the Dynamic Control Law sensation:

Dynamic Mass: The mass of dynamic body M cou-
pled to the user object.
Dynamic Stiffness: The stiffness of a spring between
the user object and the dynamic body (can be spec-
ified in positive and/or negative directions on an ax-
is).
Dynamic Damping: A damping resistance on the us-
er object based on the relative velocity between the
dynamic body and the user object.
Ambient Damping (or Drag): A damping resistance
on the dynamic body with respect to environment or
a fixed frame
Initial Velocity: The initial velocity of the dynamic
body upon onset of the sensation with respect to the
user object, having a direction and a magnitude.
Initial Position: The initial position of the dynamic
body with respect to the user object handle defined
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upon onset of the sensation. This position can be
defined in one, two, or three dimensions.
Deadband: The slop or play that is artificially induced
between the dynamic body and user object.
Gravity: Any ambient gravitational force felt by the
mass; may be positive or negative and includes di-
rection and magnitude components.
Length: Length of the simulated attachment between
user object and simulated mass: determines amount
of free play between them.
HalfCycles: a type of duration, where the sensation
ends after the specified number of oscillations (or
may be defined as indefinite duration). Alternatively,
the duration can be specified in a time unit such as
seconds; however, the duration or forces of a dy-
namic sensation cannot often be predicted in terms
of seconds due to the user influence on the forces.
Interim Reporting: Flags that indicate whether to re-
port positions of the simulated mass to the host com-
puter intermittently. The rate of reporting positions
can also be specified in the command as a param-
eter.

[0118] The dynamic routine determines the forces act-
ing on the simulated mass M based on the parameters
described above. The motion of the mass M is primarily
affected by four forces: the force generated by the spring
230, the force generated by the damper 232, the force
generated by the ambient damper, and the force gener-
ated by the gravity. The spring and damper forces are
determined similarly to these forces described earlier,
and the gravity force is determined using well known for-
mulas. These forces on mass M are summed by the dy-
namic routine to determine a resultant force on the mass
M. From this resultant force, the acceleration of the mass
is determined using F = ma. From this determined accel-
eration of the mass M, the velocity of the mass at given
time intervals is determined. From the determined veloc-
ity of the mass, the position of mass M at given time
intervals is determined. Thus, the dynamic motion of the
mass M, defined by its acceleration, velocity, and posi-
tion, is determined in real time from the multiple forces
acting on the mass.
[0119] The four forces that primarily affect the mass M
are determined based on both dynamic motion of mass
M and the motion of the user object 34. For example, the
force from spring 230 on mass M is determined based
on a spring constant K (stiffness) and the relative distance
between the user object and the mass, i.e., the displace-
ment of the mass with respect to the user object. The
force resulting from damper 232 on mass M is determined
based on a relative velocity between the mass and the
user object, i.e., the velocity of the mass with respect to
the user object. Thus, these forces are highly dependent
on the motion of the user object. The user can signifi-
cantly affect the resulting force on the mass M by moving
the user object so that the relative position and/or the
relative velocity between user object and mass M chang-

es. The user’s interactions with the physical system
greatly influence how the mass behaves in the physical
system.
[0120] Since the user may excite the mass M by ma-
nipulating user object 34, the user in turn feels the effect
of this excitation. Any force on mass M resulting from the
spring 230 and the damper 232 is applied in an equal an
opposite direction to the user object 34. Thus, the force
on the user object is the sum of the spring 230 force and
the damper 232 forces, but in the opposite direction to
the forces on the mass M. The forces on mass M from
the ambient damper and gravity are not directly experi-
enced by the user object 34.
[0121] The resulting system creates a causal, depend-
ent relationship between forces on the user object and
the simulated mass. The user inputs forces and moves
the user object, which causes forces on mass M and
changes the relative position and/or velocity between us-
er object and mass. The mass M, in turn, causes forces
on the user object as a result of the user object move-
ment. In short, the forces on the mass depend on the
motion of the user object, and the forces on the user
object depend on the motion of the simulated mass. Thus,
if the user excites or disturbs the mass, the user feels
the results of that excitation or disturbance. This allows
the user to influence forces and feel the result of that
influence during the dynamic force sensations of the
present invention.
[0122] Since the forces on the user object are depend-
ent on the excitation of the mass M, a force on the user
object can be initiated by the force feedback system with-
out waiting for the user to move the user object. Such
forces are initiated by exciting the mass M using the pa-
rameters initial velocity and initial position. This allows
the force sensation to be initially imposed on the user
object and allows the user to move the user object in
reaction to the imposed forces.
[0123] Other forces also influence the motion of the
simulated mass. Unlike the forces caused by simulated
spring 230 and simulated damper 232 forces, the force
resulting from the ambient damper is based on absolute
velocity of the mass with respect to ground. Similarly, the
force resulting from the simulated gravity is based on
absolute acceleration of the mass with respect to ground.
Thus, these forces are not based on the motion of the
user object 34, but only on the motion of mass M. How-
ever, since the motion of the mass M is in part influenced
by the user, the user can indirectly influence and expe-
rience the forces from ambient damping and gravity as
well, but these forces are experienced only as transmitted
though spring 230 and damper 232.
[0124] Other forces may also be provided to act on the
simulated physical system. For example, conditions and
effects can be output simultaneously with the implemen-
tation of a dynamic sensation. Since the conditions and
effects impose forces directly upon the user object, these
forces cause the user object to move, which ultimately
influences the motion of the simulated mass and thus the
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dynamic sensation. For example, a sine wave effect can
be output on the user object, and the simulated mass M
would be excited from the motion of the user object
caused by the sine wave.
[0125] Using the basic Dynamic Control Law physical
model, each of the other types of dynamic sensations
can be modelled by implementing higher-level parame-
ters that are specific to each type of dynamic sensation.
In the present invention, parameters pertinent to each
type of dynamic sensation have been defined for the ease
of the programmer, and these parameters are mapped
to the more generic, low-level Dynamic Control Law pa-
rameters described above when implemented by the dy-
namic routine. The mappings for the dynamic sensations
are described with reference to each dynamic sensation
described below. The mappings provided below may
specify only mappings to some of the Dynamic Control
Law parameters; preferably, for these dynamic sensa-
tions, unlisted Dynamic Control Law parameters are a
default or zero value.
[0126] In addition, the Dynamic Control Law command
lets the advanced programmer control the dynamic rou-
tine directly by defining the Dynamic Control Law param-
eters at the lowest level. This would be typically used by
an ambitious programmer who wishes to go beyond the
predefined dynamic sensations and achieve the most
general sensations possible within dynamic routine and
hardware limitations.

Dynamic Recoil

[0127] Recoil is a sensation is a common sensation
used typically in gaming applications wherein a weapon
is fired and a feel sensation of the "kick-back" is output
to the user as force feedback. The simplest recoil sen-
sation is just a predefined and played-back jolt, a force
of a given magnitude played over time. A more complex
recoil sensation might be force profile defined as scripted
force variation over time, or may include a canned vibra-
tion profile to simulate the feel of weapon resonating after
firing. In all such cases, the canned effects may be com-
plex to create but they still lack realism because the jolts,
profiles, or vibrations are merely predefined scripts
played over time, regardless of user interaction. In other
words, such predefined routines do not vary dynamically
based on how the user resists motion during the interac-
tion. For example, if the user tenses his grip during a kick,
the canned recoil will not feel any different than if the user
cushions the blow with a loose grip. In the real world, a
tense grip would result in a more abrupt recoil sensation
with a high frequency resonance. A loose grip would
cause a less jarring recoil with a slow resonance that
quickly fades away. Thus, the user’s reaction to the blast,
through grip and hand motion, should greatly influence
the recoil response of the simulated weapon if high real-
ism is to be integrated into the force sensation.
[0128] The Dynamic Recoil sensation of the present
invention defines recoil sensations not as a scripted pro-

file but as a dynamic model that accounts for the user’s
real time manual response to the recoil. Dynamic Recoil
takes advantage of the dynamic routine to define the feel
of a weapon fire. The programmer defines the dynamic
properties of the weapon and lets the dynamic routine
generate the detailed force profile in real time based on
how the user reacts. The result is a complex sensation
that is easy to define and that changes appropriately
based on user actions and which makes the weapon fire
an interactive physical event. Experienced players can
learn how to cushion the blow, thereby limiting the effect
that the recoil may have on play and rewarding skill in
game play. The following parameters can be used in Dy-
namic Recoil. Other parameters may also be used as
appropriate.

Blast Direction defines the direction that the weapon
is being fired in the graphical environment.
Blast Intensity defines the overall strength of the
blast or shot from the weapon.
Dynamic Mass defines the simulated physical mass
of the weapon used by the dynamic routine. A weap-
on defined with large dynamic mass will recoil as if
it were heavy, having a strong kick that is difficult to
counter. A weapon defined with a small mass will
recoil as if it were light and easy to wield, being very
controllable during kick-back.
Blast Resonance defines how the simulated mass
will resonate after the shock of the initial blast. A high
resonance parameter will result in a violent shaking
after the initial blast. A low resonance parameter will
result in a light tremble. The user’s hold on the stick,
reaction to the blast, and cushioning of the blow will
greatly influence the actual resulting force.
Blast Decay defines the duration of time required for
the motion of the simulated mass to decay back to
zero (rest) after the initial blast A high decay param-
eter will result in one or two oscillations, while a low
decay parameter may result in a lengthy reverbera-
tion. The user’s hold on the stick, reaction to the blast,
and cushioning of the blow will greatly influence the
actual resulting force.

[0129] The mapping of the Dynamic Recoil parameters
to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Blast Direction: Direction component of Initial Veloc-
ity parameter of the simulated mass M. Can also be
mapped to the Initial Position parameter by using the
direction to indicate a position in the physical system
as referenced to the user object position.
Blast Intensity: Magnitude component of Initial Ve-
locity parameter of the simulated mass M. Can also
be mapped to Initial Position by using the Blast In-
tensity as the magnitude of the displacement of the
simulated mass from the user object.
Dynamic Mass: Dynamic Mass
Blast Resonance: Dynamic Stiffness (stiffness can
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be equal in positive and negative directions)
Blast Decay: Dynamic Damping

Dynamic Impact

[0130] An impact sensation is commonly used in gam-
ing applications to simulate the feel of collisions, such as
being hit by an incoming object or slamming into an ex-
ternal obstruction. For example, the incoming object
might be an asteroid careening into a controlled space
ship, a laser blast impinging on a controlled robot-walker,
or an opponent’s car bumping a controlled car around a
tight turn. An external obstruction might be the railing of
a race track, the wall of a dungeon, or the back bumper
of an opponent’s car.
[0131] The simplest impact sensation is a jolt imposed
in a given direction for a given duration. A more sophis-
ticated impact might be a force profile scripted over a
predefined time period. These effects will convey that a
collision event has occurred, but the scripted nature of
the event will cause the sensation to feel somewhat ar-
tificial. Because such effects do not vary based on how
the user reacts during the collision, they lack realism. For
example, if a user of a first-person action game runs head
first into a wall, a canned impact could produce a simple
whack to represent the collision. Or, the impact could be
a complex scripted profile that simulates the feel of col-
liding with the wall and bouncing off. But, the collision is
pre-planned and just played back over time; how the user
is holding the user object during the collision event will
not change the feel. For example, if the user is hold the
stick rigidly during the collision, the impact will not feel
any different than if the user was holding the stick loosely.
Or if the user reacts to the collision by quickly pulling
back, it will not feel any different than if the user was
caught off guard and hit the wall so unexpectedly he could
not react at all.
[0132] The Dynamic Impact of the present invention
defines impact sensations and collision events not as a
scripted profile, but as a dynamic simulation that ac-
counts for how the interacting objects respond in real
time during the event. Dynamic Impact allows for very
complex collision sensations with minimal programming
burden when it is implemented using the protocol de-
scribed herein that is enabled by the dynamic routine.
The programmer defines the physical properties of the
collision and lets the dynamic routine generate the forces
in real time based on how the user reacts during the col-
lision. Experienced players can learn how to minimize
the disturbing effect of a collision by reacting appropri-
ately to absorb the energy in their palm, thus enhancing
and rewarding skill in game play. The following parame-
ters are used to define the physics of the Dynamic Impact.

Impact Direction defines the direction from which the
impact came in the graphical environment.
Impact Intensity defines the overall magnitude of the
impact.

Dynamic Mass defines the simulated physical mass
of the simulated object controlled by the user. For
example, in a driving game it would represent the
mass of a controlled car, in a fighting game, the mass
of a controlled character. An object defined with large
dynamic mass will impact forcefully (with substantial
inertia behind it), whereas an object defined with a
small mass will not impact with much momentum.
Elasticity defines how the object under control will
respond to the collision. An elastic object will com-
press and absorb much of the impact, creating a
much softer feel than an inelastic object which will
collide with a crisp crack. The user’s hold on the user
object, reaction to the collision, and cushioning of
the impact will greatly influence the feel.
Collision Absorption defines how quickly the collision
disturbance will be absorbed and dissipated after the
initial impact. A high absorption parameter will result
in the disturbance decaying after one or two oscilla-
tions. A low absorption may result in a lengthy rever-
beration. The user’s hold on the user object, reaction
to the collision, and cushioning of the impact will
greatly influence the feel.

[0133] The mapping of the dynamic impact parameters
to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Impact_Direction: Direction component of Initial Ve-
locity parameter (or can be mapped to Initial Position
as decribed above)
Impact_Intensity: Magnitude component of Initial
Velocity parameter (or can be mapped to Initial Po-
sition as described above)
Dynamic Mass: Dynamic Mass
Elasticity: Dynamic Stiffness (stiffness can be made
equal in positive and negative directions)
Collision_Absorption: Dynamic Damping

Dynamic Liquid

[0134] A liquid sensation is often used in gaming en-
vironments where a controlled character is submerged
in water, mud, or other viscous mediums. Typically, liquid
is simulated as simple damping to create a sensation of
"drag"; however, this does not create the dynamic jiggles
and oscillations of liquid. As a result, static damping falls
short as a realistic liquid simulator. The Dynamic Liquid
sensation of the present invention causes forces simu-
lating disturbances, jiggles and undulations in the liquid
to create a realistic force sensation
[0135] The Dynamic Liquid command defines force
sensations representing motion within a liquid environ-
ment. Dynamic Liquid allows for very complex undula-
tions and jiggle disturbances with minimal programming
burden when it is implemented using the protocol de-
scribed herein that is enabled by the dynamic routine.
The programmer defines the physical properties of the
liquid medium with parameters and lets the dynamic rou-
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tine generate the force sensation in real time based on
how the user disturbs the simulated liquid. Experienced
players can learn how to minimize the disturbing undu-
lations caused when moving through a dynamic liquid by
controlling their abrupt motions, thus allowing a greater
rate of movement through the liquid. The following three
parameters can be used to define the physics of the Dy-
namic Liquid environment:

Density defines the thickness of the simulated liquid
as felt by the user. The greater the density, the larger
the disturbance generated when moving through the
dynamic liquid. A high density will feel like sloshing
around in a thick liquid while a low density might feel
like mildly disturbing a thin gas.
Settle defines how quickly the undulations induced
in the liquid will settle down after a disturbance. A
liquid with a high Settle parameter will oscillate mild-
ly, while a liquid with a low settle parameter will os-
cillate for a long time after the disturbance. The user’s
hold on the user object and resistance to the repeat-
ed undulations will influence how quickly or slowly
the sensation settles.
Viscosity represents the resistance to motion felt by
the object or entity under control as it moves through
the liquid. High viscosity will feel like mud. Low vis-
cosity will feel like water.

[0136] The mapping of the Dynamic Liquid parameters
to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Density: Dynamic Mass
Settle: Dynamic Stiffness (stiffness can be made
equal in positive and negative directions)
Viscosity: Dynamic Damping

Dynamic Inertia

[0137] Inertia is used to simulate weight of an object
in a virtual graphical environment. Simulated weight has
many useful applications within gaming environments,
but there are few sensations that adequately emulate the
feel of a heavy or light joystick, mouse, or steering wheel.
For example, it is desirable to make a joystick or wheel
feel "heavy" when controlling a big vehicle like a tank or
a bomber and feel "light" when controlling a small vehicle
like a hang-glider or scooter. Dynamic Inertia is a com-
mand that enables accurate weight simulation by using
the distributed dynamic processing engine. A program-
mer simply defines the dynamic parameters shown below
in the Dynamic Inertia command:

Inertia defines the weight of the user object felt by
the user. In some situations, a negative inertia can
be defined so that the user object feels lighter than
it actually weighs.

Play defines a gap of free motion between the user

object and the simulated mass M referred to in the
Dynamic Control Law above. The play parameter
causes the user object to feel as if the mass is not
attached to the user object very tightly. This works
very well for steering wheels and similar user objects,
since in real steering systems there is play caused
by gear backlash.

[0138] The mapping of the dynamic inertia parameters
to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Inertia: Dynamic Mass
Play: Length

Dynamic Center Drift

[0139] Dynamic Center Drift is a command made pos-
sible by the dynamic routine. When using Dynamic Cent-
er Drift, the user object is pulled toward an origin by sim-
ulated springs of a defined stiffness. This is very similar
to static spring return commands used for conditions or
other force sensations. In Dynamic Center Drift, however,
if the user stays in a given location for a period of time,
the origin of the simulated spring slowly drifts to that user
object location. In other words, the spring return adjusts
to the position of the user object over time. One helpful
analogy to visualize this force sensation is that of a spring
return where one end of the spring is fixed to the user
object and the other end of the spring is fixed to a block
or mass that is submerged in mud. The block can slowly
drift through the mud, so that if the user stretches the
spring by moving the user object and then maintains the
user object at a new position for some time, the block will
slowly drift toward the user object until the spring is no
longer stretched. To define a Dynamic Center Drift, the
programmer may define two dynamic parameters:

Stiffness is the strength of the simulated restoring
spring, where a stronger spring causes a greater
spring force.

Drift Resistance defines how quickly or slowly the
origin will drift to follow the current location of the
user object

[0140] The mapping of the dynamic center drift param-
eters to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as fol-
lows:

Stiffness: Dynamic Stiffness (stiffness can be equal
in positive and negative directions)
Drift_Resistance: Drag

Dynamic Sling

[0141] The Dynamic Sling simulates the feel of swing-
ing a ball or other mass on the end of a string. As with a
real ball, the Dynamic Sling sensation is such that the
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faster one swings the ball, the stronger the force that is
felt. The force pulls radially along the length of the string,
simulating the centripetal force pulling on the swinging
mass. The string can be rigid like a steel cable or com-
pliant like rubber "bungee" cord.
[0142] One representation of the Dynamic Sling is
shown in FIGURE 11, where the user object 34, such as
a joystick, controls the location of a "bobbin" 240 to which
one end of a simulated string 242 (or "flexible member")
is attached. The other end of the string 242 is attached
to a simulated mass 244. Since a joystick is a two dimen-
sional interface, the motion of the mass and the bobbin
is restricted to a plane 246. The joystick 34 controls the
motion of the bobbin 240. As the user moves the bobbin
in the plane, the mass 244 also move in the plane. If the
user moves the bobbin in a circular motion, the mass will
swing around as it would in the real world. A certain
amount of physical coordination is required to get the
mass spinning. This physical coordination is highly de-
pendent upon the feel of the mass pulling on the string.
This is a simulated interaction where user motion in real-
time and the feel of the mass in real time are both critical
to performance. Thus, the algorithm that updates the dy-
namic simulation of the mass-string interaction must read
user position and update the forces felt by the user very
quickly, preferably on the order of 1000 times per second,
and is preferably performed by the dynamic routine lo-
cally on microprocessor 26. The microprocessor can
track user motion, update the dynamic simulation of the
"mass-on-a-string" based on how the bobbin would move
based on joystick motion, and then update forces applied
to the user.
[0143] There are two aspects of coordinating the Dy-
namic Sling sensation generated locally by the dynamic
routine with software events occurring on the host com-
puter. The first aspect is to customize the feel of the ball-
string sensation using parameters. The host computer
(and programmer) can update the dynamic routine by
sending descriptive parameters that define the physics
of the interaction. The parameters described below in-
clude the Ball Mass, String Length, String Compliance,
and Ball Damping. These four parameters allow for very
diverse feel sensations.

Ball Mass defines the simulated physical mass of
the ball or other object on the end of the string. The
heavier the mass, the stronger the pull for a given
spin velocity. Also, the stronger the mass, the more
energy is required to be input by the user to start the
ball spinning.

String Length defines the simulated distance be-
tween the center of the bobbin and the center of the
mass. The longer the string, the longer the mass
takes to make a complete revolution about the bob-
bin.

String Compliance defines the compliance of the

simulated cable that connects the bobbin and the
mass. A compliant string will give the mass a bouncy
feel as it spins. A stiff string will give the mass a
smooth, rigid feel as it spins.

Ball Damping is best conceptualized as the "wind-
resistance" on the ball as it revolves around the bob-
bin. If the Ball_Damping is low, the ball will have little
resistance to motion. Thus, if the user stops moving
the bobbin, the ball will continue to spin for a time
until its motion dies out. If Ball_Damping is high, the
opposite occurs, where the ball will come to rest very
quickly after user motion is ceased. This parameter
is best understood by contrasting the feel of spinning
a ball on the end of a string in air versus in water. In
water, the ball would come to rest very quickly once
the user motion is stopped, while in air, the ball would
make a few revolutions before coming to rest.

[0144] The mapping of the dynamic sling parameters
to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Ball_Mass: Dynamic Mass
String_Compliance: Dynamic Stiffness
String_Length: Length
Ball_Damping: Drag

[0145] The second aspect of coordinating the Dynamic
Sling sensation generated locally by the dynamic routine
with software events happening on the host computer is
to use interim reporting described previously. Interim re-
porting allows the local processor 26 to provide the host
computer with intermittent updates about the physical
simulation. In this case, the processor reports the location
of the simulated mass with respect to the user object
location.
[0146] The locations of the simulated mass are report-
ed in addition to reporting the locations of user object to
allow accurate coordination and display of objects mov-
ing in the sling simulation (in this case, the simulated
mass M is displayed by the host). For example, in a first
person fighting game, the controlled character wields a
mace, flail, or similar weapon including a heavy metal
ball with spikes that swings on the end of a chain held
by the character. A graphical display animation of the
swinging mace is implemented by the host computer.
The force feedback interface device 14 is sent the dy-
namic host command with appropriate Dynamic Sling pa-
rameters. To coordinate the animation displayed by the
host computer with the feel performed by the interface
device, interim reporting is implemented, where the host
computer requests the interface device to report the lo-
cation of the simulated mass with respect to the joystick
at time steps during the interaction (where the time steps
can be specified in a host command if desired). The host
computer uses the reported data to display the mass in
a location that corresponds with the feel.
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Dynamic Paddle

[0147] Dynamic Paddle provides the sensation simu-
lating a feel of hitting a ball or other projectile with a paddle
or other compliant object like a rubber-band, force-field,
pillow, etc. As with a real ball-paddle interaction, the Dy-
namic Paddle sensation is such that the faster the ball
hits the paddle, the harder the impact. Also, the user re-
actions during the ball-paddle interaction greatly chang-
es the feel. For example, if the user tries to cushion the
blow and slow-down the ball, the feel is very different
than if the user tries to resist the blow and accelerate the
ball.
[0148] As shown in FIGURE 12a, one way to visualize
the Dynamic Paddle is to think of the user object, such
as a joystick, controlling the location of a paddle 250
which has just been hit by a ball 252. The paddle prefer-
ably is compliant and "bends" as the ball impacts the
paddle, as shown in FIGURE 12b. The weight of the ball,
the velocity of the ball, the direction of motion of the ball,
and the stiffness of the paddle, all effect the feel of the
interaction. All of these physical factors can be defined
with basic parameters. The reactions of the user during
the interaction also effect the feel and the way the ball
bounces off the paddle; for example, a cushioned blow
will eject a slow moving ball while a stiff blow will eject a
fast moving ball. In addition, since the user reactions dur-
ing the interaction effect the outcome of the event, interim
reporting is preferably used. This interim reporting serves
two functions: a) to provide a real-time update of ball
location with respect to the paddle (user object) during
the interaction and b) to report the final velocity of the
ball when it leaves the paddle so that the host can update
the software with an appropriate final state.
[0149] In another example, simulated asteroids (balls)
impact a force field (paddle) of a user-controlled space
ship. The asteroids compress the force field and bounce
off. In addition, a skilled player can deflect the asteroids
towards their opponents if they cushion the blow correct-
ly. In addition, an animation of the graphical impact of
the asteroid hitting the force field is implemented by the
host, and the feel of the impact is defined by basic pa-
rameters such as Ball_Mass, Initial Velocity, and
Paddle_Compliance. To coordinate the animation with
the force sensations output by the interface device, the
dynamic routine is sent a host command at the moment
that the asteroid hits the space ship, causing the dynamic
routine to produce a dynamic paddle sensation with the
provided parameters. The parameters include the initial
velocity of the asteroid, so that the sensation will corre-
lates with the perceived speed of the asteroid on the vis-
ual display device. The dynamic routine computes the
high-fidelity dynamic simulation using the simulated
model of the Dynamic Control Law and using interim re-
porting to report the position of the asteroid with respect
to the user object to the host computer. The reported
position values allow the host computer to update the
animation to show how deeply the force field is stretched

during the collision. The user reacts to the impact and
deflects the asteroid using a subtle wrist snap so that it
should continue forth and pummel an opponent ship. Us-
ing interim reporting, the final velocity of the asteroid as
it loses contact with the controlled force field is reported
to the host computer in addition to position of the asteroid
so the game can maintain coordination and have the as-
teroid fly off in the right direction at a correct speed on
the visual display.
[0150] The preferred parameters of the Dynamic Pad-
dle sensation are as follows:

Ball Mass defines the simulated physical mass of
the ball impacting the paddle. The heavier the mass,
the stronger the impact.

Initial Velocity defines the physical velocity of the ball
at the moment of impact. This initial velocity has both
a magnitude and direction, both of which affect the
resulting feel.

Paddle Compliance defines the springiness of the
paddle surface. A compliant paddle will stretch and
snap back with a large displacement as if it were a
loose rubber band. A stiff paddle will not stretch ap-
preciably, as if it were the tight strings of a tennis
racquet.

Paddle Damping defines how much momentum is
lost within the paddle as the ball bounces off. A pad-
dle with low Paddle_Damping will repel a projectile
with the same velocity as the projectile had upon
impact. A paddle with high Paddle_Damping will ab-
sorb much of the momentum during the interaction
so that the projectile bounces off with a much lower
speed than when it impacted.

Gravity defines a physical bias upon the projectile
that represents the acceleration of gravity. This pa-
rameter has both a magnitude and a direction. It is
useful for gaming scenarios where the mass is a ball
that is being bounced in a gravitational field (a ball
bouncing into the air off a tennis racquet) but is not
useful for scenarios where the ball is not effected by
a directional gravitational pull (like the asteroid
bouncing off a space ship).

[0151] The mapping of the Dynamic Paddle parame-
ters to the Dynamic Control Law parameters is as follows:

Ball_Mass: Dynamic Mass
Initial_Velocity: Initial Velocity (both magnitude and
direction components)
Paddle_Compliance: Dynamic Stiffness (stiffness is
usually equal in positive and negative directions)
Paddle_Damping: Dynamic Damping
Gravity: Gravity (both magnitude and direction com-
ponents).
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[0152] FIGURE 13 is a display device 20 displaying an
interactive graphical toolset interface 300 of the present
invention that enables developers and programmers of
force feedback ("users" of the interface) to design and
implement force sensations rapidly and efficiently. The
graphical environment allows conditions, effects
("waves"), and dynamics to be defined through intuitive
graphical metaphors that convey the physical meaning
of each parameter involved. As the parameters are ma-
nipulated, sensations can be felt in real-time, allowing for
an iterative design process that fine-tunes the feel to the
designer’s exact need. Once the appropriate sensation
is achieved, the interface can save the parameters as a
resource and automatically generate optimized code in
a desired format that can be used directly within an ap-
plication program. Thus, interface 300 handles most of
the force feedback development process from force sen-
sation design to coding. With these tools, force feedback
programming becomes a fast and simple process.
[0153] The challenge of programming for force feed-
back is not the act of coding. Force models to provide
force sensations are available, and, once the desired
force sensation is known and characterized, it is straight-
forward to implement the force sensation using software
instructions. However, the act of designing force sensa-
tions to provide a desired feel that appropriately match
gaming or other application events is not so straightfor-
ward. Designing force sensations and a particular feel
requires a creative and interactive process where param-
eters are defined, their effect experienced, and the pa-
rameters are modified until the sensations are at the de-
sired characterization. For example, when designing
conditions, this interactive process might involve setting
the stiffness of springs, sizing the deadband, manipulat-
ing the offset, and tuning the saturation values. When
designing effects, this might involve selecting a wave
source (sine, square, triangle, etc.), setting the magni-
tude, frequency, and duration of the signal, and then tun-
ing the envelope parameters. For a dynamic sensation,
this might involve setting the dynamic mass, and then
tuning resonance and decay parameters. With so many
parameters to choose from, each applicable to a different
type of force sensation, there needs to be a fast, simple,
and interactive means for sensation design. To solve this
need, the graphical interface 300 of the present invention
allows a user to rapidly set physical parameters and feel
sensations, after which the interface automatically gen-
erates the appropriate code for use in a host computer
application program.
[0154] Interface 300 enables interactive real-time sen-
sation design of conditions, effects, and dynamics, where
parameters can be defined and experienced through a
rapid iterative process. Thus, it is preferred that a force
feedback interface device 14 be connected to the com-
puter implementing interface 300 and be operative to out-
put commanded force sensations. Intuitive graphical
metaphors that enhance a programmer’s understanding
of the physical parameters related to each sensation type

are provided in interface 300, thereby speeding the iter-
ative design process. File-management tools are also
preferably provided in interface 300 so that designed
force sensations can be saved, copied, modified, and
combined, thereby allowing a user to establish a library
of force sensations. Once sensations are defined, the
interface 300 preferably stores the parameters as "re-
sources" which can be used by an application program.
For example, by linking a force sensation resource into
an application program, the resources can be converted
into optimized Direct-X code for use in an application in
the Windows environment. Other code formats or lan-
guages can be provided in other embodiments. Interface
300 can be implemented by program instructions or code
stored on a computer readable medium, where the com-
puter readble medium can be either a portable or immo-
bile item and may be semiconductor or other memory of
the executing computer (such as computer 12), magnetic
hard disk or tape, portable disk, optical media such as
CD-ROM, PCMCIA card, or other medium.
[0155] As shown in Figure 13, the interface 300 has
three primary work areas: the sensation pallet 302, the
button trigger pallet 304, and the design space 306. Force
sensations are created in the design space 306 and can
be saved and loaded into that space using standard file
handling features.
[0156] To create a new force sensation, a sensation
type is chosen from the sensation pallet 302. Pallet 302
is shown in an expandable tree format. The root of the
tree includes the three classes 310 of force feedback
sensations described herein, conditions, waves (effects),
and dynamics. Preferably, users can also define their
own headings; for example, a "Favorites" group can be
added, where force sensations with desirable previously-
designed parameters are stored.
[0157] In interface 300, the conditions, waves, and dy-
namics classes are shown in expanded view. These
classes may also be "compressed" so as to only display
the class heading, if desired. When a class is displayed
in expanded view, the interface 300 displays a listing of
all the sensation types that are supported by the hard-
ware connected to the host computer 12 for that class.
For example, when programming for more recent or ex-
pensive hardware supporting a large number of force
sensation types, a list including many or all available sen-
sation types is displayed. When programming for older
or less expensive interface device hardware that may not
implement all the sensations, some sensation types can
be omitted or unavailable to be selected in the expanded
view. Preferably, interface 300 can determine exactly
what force sensations are supported by a given interface
device 14 connected to the host computer by using an
effect enumeration process, i.e., the host computer can
request information from the interface device, such as a
version number, date of manufacture, list of implemented
features, etc.
[0158] Once a sensation type is chosen from the sen-
sation pallet 302, the sensation type is added to the de-
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sign space 306. For example, in Figure 13, an icon 308
for the selected force sensation "Damper" is displayed
within the design space 306 window. Icon 308 can now
be selected/opened by the user in order to set the pa-
rameters for the given sensation type using graphical de-
velopment tools (described below). Multiple icons can
similarly be dragged to the design space to create a more
complex force sensation. Once the parameters are spec-
ified for the given sensation, the sensation can be saved
as a resource file. Using this process, a user can create
a diverse library of feel sensations as resource files. Also,
predefined libraries of sample resources from third party
sources might also be available.
[0159] Options displayed in the trigger button pallet
304 can also be selected by the user. Trigger pallet 304
is used for testing force sensations that are going to be
defined as button reflexes. For example, a force sensa-
tion might be designed as a combination of a square wave
and a sine wave that triggers when Button #2 of the in-
terface device is pressed. The square wave would be
created by choosing the periodic type 312 from the sen-
sation pallet 302 and defining parameters appropriate for
the square wave. A sine wave would then be created by
choosing another periodic type 312 from the sensation
pallet 302 and defining the parameters appropriate for
the sine wave. At this point, two periodic icons 308 would
be displayed in the design space window 306. To test
the trigger, the user can just drag and drop these icons
308 into the Button 2 icon 314. Button 2 on the interface
device 14 has thus been designed to trigger the reflex
sensation when pressed. This process is fast, simple,
and versatile. When the user achieves a sensation ex-
actly as desired, the sensation can be saved as a re-
source file and optimized software code for use in the
application program is generated. The Button 2 selection
might be provided in other ways in different embodi-
ments. For example, the user might select or highlight
the designed force icons in design space 306 and then
select the Button 2 icon in pallet 304 to indicate that the
highlighted forces will be triggered by Button 2.
[0160] FIGURE 14 illustrates interface 300 where a
force sensation is characterized in the design space 306.
When an icon 308 in design space 306 is selected by the
user, the icon 308 expands into a force sensation window
and graphical environment for setting and testing the
physical parameters associated with the selected sen-
sation. For example, in Figure 14, a spring sensation type
320 has been selected from the condition list 322 and
provided as icon 324 in the design space 306. A spring
window 326 is displayed in design space 306 when icon
324 is selected. Within spring window 326 are fields 328
characterizing the force, including the axis 330 (and/or
direction, degree of freedom, etc.) in which the force is
to be applied, the gain 332 (or magnitude) of the force,
and the parameters 334 associated with the force sen-
sation. For example, for the spring sensation, the positive
stiffness ("coefficient"), negative stiffness ("coefficient"),
positive saturation, negative saturation, offset, and dead-

band of the spring sensation are displayed as parame-
ters. The user can input desired data into the fields 328
to characterize the force. For example, the user has spec-
ified that the force is to be applied along the x-axis (in
both directions, since no single direction is specified, has
specified a gain of 100, and has specified saturation val-
ues of 10,000 in positive and negative directions. The
user can also preferably specify all or some of the pa-
rameters in graphical fashion by adjusting the size or
shape of the envelope, the height or frequency of the
waveform, the width of the deadband or springs, the lo-
cation of a wall on an axis, etc. by using a cursor or other
controlled graphical object.
[0161] As the user inputs values into fields 328, the
resulting additions and changes to the force sensation
are displayed in an intuitive graphical format in the force
sensation window. For example, in the spring sensation
window 326, graphical representation 336 is displayed.
Representation 336 includes an image 338 of the user
object 34 (shown as a joystick, but which also can be
shown as other types of user objects), an image 340 of
ground, an image 342 of a spring on the right of the joy-
stick 34, and an image 344 of a spring on the left of the
joystick 34. Representation 336 models a single axis or
degree of freedom of the interface device.
[0162] Representation 336 represents a physical,
graphical model with which the user can visually under-
stand the functioning of the force sensation. The user
object image 338 is displayed preferably having a shape
similar to the actual user object of the desired interface
device. Along the displayed axis, in both directions, there
are spring images 342 and 344 as defined by a positive
stiffness parameter (k) and a negative stiffness param-
eter (k). Graphically, the large stiffness of the spring to
the right (coefficient of 80) is represented as a larger
spring image 342. The origin of the spring condition is
shown at a center position 346, since the offset parameter
348 is zero. If the offset has a positive or negative mag-
nitude, the origin would be displayed accordingly toward
the left or right. The deadband region is shown graphically
as the gap between the user object image 338 and the
spring images 342 and 344.
[0163] In the preferred embodiment, the graphical rep-
resentation further helps the user visualize the designed
force sensation by being updated in real time in accord-
ance with the movement of the user object 34 of the con-
nected interface device 14. User object image 338 will
move in a direction corresponding to the movement of
user object 34 as caused by the user. The user object is
free to be moved in either the positive or negative direc-
tion along the given axis and encounter either a positive
or negative stiffness from the spring sensation. Thus, if
the user object is freely moved to the left from origin 346,
the joystick image 338 is moved left in the deadband
region, and when the user object 34 encounters the
spring resistance, the joystick image 338 is displayed
contacting the spring image 344. If there is no deadband
defined, the spring images 342 and 344 are displayed
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as contacting the joystick image 338 at the center posi-
tion. The edge stop images 350 define the limits to the
degree of freedom; for example, when the user object 34
is moved to a physical limit of the interface device along
an axis, the joystick image 338 is displayed as contacting
an appropriate edge stop image 350.
[0164] FIGURES 15a-15c illustrate graphical repre-
sentation 336 as the user object 34 is moved by the user.
In Figure 15a, the user moves the user object 34 and
image 338 in a positive direction along an axis as shown
by arrow 354. No force resistance is felt by the user, since
the user object is in the deadband region. This is repre-
sented by displaying joystick image 338 having no con-
tact with other objects. In Figure 15b, the user object 34
encounters spring stiffness in the positive direction and
begins to compress the spring. As shown by the graphical
representation 336, the joystick image 338 has contacted
right spring image 342 and the spring image 342 is shown
slightly compressed. In Figure 15c, the user object con-
tinues to move against the spring force, as accordingly
displayed as spring 342 compression in representation
336. Once the positive spring stiffness is encountered,
the resistance force increases linearly with compression
of the spring (as is true of a real spring). The amount of
compression felt by the user is correlated with the amount
of compression shown by spring image 342. If the pro-
grammer has defined a saturation value for force oppos-
ing movement in the positive direction, the force output
would cease increasing with compression once the sat-
uration limit in the positive direction was exceeded. The
saturation can also be shown graphically, for example
by displaying the applicable spring image in a different
color (such as red), or by displaying a message or indi-
cator on the screen.
[0165] Referring to Figure 14, once the user has tested
the input parameters and settings, he or she may change
any of the existing information or add new information by
inputting data into fields 328. Any such changes will in-
stantly be displayed in window 326. For example, if the
user changes the coefficient (stiffness) of the spring on
the right, the spring image 342 will immediately be
changed in size to correlate with the new value. The user
thus gains an intuitive sense of how the sensation will
feel by simply viewing the representation 336. The user
can then determine how the sensation will feel with more
accuracy (fine tuning) by moving the user object and feel-
ing the sensation. Thus, the graphical representation 336
as displayed clearly demonstrates to the user the various
effects of parameters on the force sensation and addi-
tionally allows the user to experience the forces coordi-
nated with the graphical representation.
[0166] FIGURE 16 illustrates another graphical repre-
sentation 360 that can be displayed in interface 300 for
a spatial texture condition. Joystick image 362 is moved
in coordination with movement of the user object 34, as
described above. A spatial texture is graphically desig-
nated in the displayed axis by left grating 364 and right
grating 366, which represent "bumps" in the texture. Left

grating 364 has a different size of "bump" and a different
spacing between bumps than right grating 366. The ap-
propriate texture is felt by the user on user object 34 and
visualized on representation 360 as the user object is
moved through the textured region. The user preferably
can specify the space between bumps, the size of the
bumps, the magnitude of the bumps (shown by the height
of the grating in representation 360), and the overall size
of a textured region in an axis. Each axis can preferably
be separately characterized with textures.
[0167] FIGURE 17a illustrates a graphical representa-
tion 370 that can be displayed in interface 300 for a wall
condition. Hard-stop images 372 and/or 374 can be pro-
vided in the path of travel of the joystick image 376. As
shown in FIGURE 17b, when the user object is moved
to encounter the wall force, the joystick image 376 is cor-
respondingly moved as shown by arrow 378 against the
stop image 372. The user can specify the location of the
wall, the hardness of the wall, and other parameters as
discussed above for a wall condition. For example, if the
user specifies the wall as having a hard like metal mate-
rial, the image of the joystick 376 will not tend to bend or
compress the stop image 372. However, if the wall is
specified as a flexible, rubber-like material, the joystick
376 can be displayed moving into the stop image 372 or
the stop image can be displayed as "compressing" or
shrinking as the wall "fiexes" in response to the user ob-
ject moving into it.
[0168] Other condition force sensations may also be
similarly graphically represented in design space 306.
For example, a damping condition can be displayed sim-
ilarly to the spring condition, where a schematic repre-
sentation of a damper is displayed in each direction on
an axis. An inertia condition can be represented using a
graphical image of a mass on top of or connected to the
joystick image 338, where the size of the image indicates
the size of the mass. A friction condition can be repre-
sented by a texture having bumps or the like, or by a
region having a specific color or shade.
[0169] In other embodiments, a 2 dimensional force
sensation (i.e. two degrees of freedom) can be displayed
in the window 326 by showing an overhead representa-
tion of the user object. For example, a circular user object
image can be displayed in the middle of two sets of spring
images in a cross formation, each set of springs for a
different degree of freedom.
[0170] FIGURE 18 illustrates interface 300 with a
graphical representation for a periodic wave (effect) sen-
sation. Periodic window 380 is displayed in response to
the user selecting (e.g., double clicking on) periodic icon
382 that has been dragged into design space 306. The
periodic window 380 includes a waveform source field
384, magnitude scale 386, envelope parameters 388,
direction dial 390, trigger parameters 392, and a graph-
ical representation 392. Waveform source field 384 al-
lows a user to select from multiple available types of sig-
nal wave sources for the effect. In the case of Figure 18,
the user has selected a square wave source. Graphical
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representation 394 is displayed having a shape based
on the wave source chosen. Thus, a square wave is
graphically displayed in the example of Figure 18. The
direction of the waveform may also be selected using dial
396 (which is partially obscured by the wave source drop-
down menu) and field 397. A period 399 may also be
input to specify the frequency of the waveform.
[0171] The magnitude scale 386 can be adjusted by
the user to select a magnitude of the wave shown by
graphical representation 394. In the preferred embodi-
ment, the scale is a slider control knob 398 that can be
moved by the user along the scale 400, where the scale
400 is preferably arranged in a vertical orientation corre-
sponding to the magnitude scale of graphical represen-
tation 394 to permit greater ease of visualization on the
part of the user. In other embodiments, other magnitude
selection fields or objects may be provided.
[0172] Envelope parameters 388 allow the user to
shape the waveform into a desired effect. For example,
parameters 388 preferably include a duration field 402,
a gain field 404 (where "gain" can be used as a global
scaling factor or multiplier for force magnitudes output
by the interface device 14), and attack and fade param-
eters 406 to permit the specifying of impulse magnitude
and fade rate. Direction dial 390 is a graphical object
allowing a user to specify the direction of the effect in two
dimensions. The user may drag or otherwise specify the
angle of the pointer, which is also shown in direction field
408 (dial 396 is preferably similar). Trigger parameters
392 allow a user to assign trigger button(s) to the de-
signed effect. The repeat interval field 410 allows a user
to specify the amount of time before the effect is repeated
if the designated button is held down. These parameters
and characteristics can be entered as numbers in the
displayed input fields or prompts, or can be input by drag-
ging the graphical representation 394 of the waveform
with a cursor to the desired shape or level.
[0173] The parameters, when specified, cause the
graphical representation 394 to change according to the
parameters. Thus, if the user specifies a particular enve-
lope, that envelope is immediately displayed in the win-
dow 380. The user can thus quickly visually determine
how specified parameters exactly affect the periodic
waveform. The user can also activate the waveform sen-
sation and grasp the user object to experience the actual
force sensation. Preferably, the graphical representation
380 is animated or a pointer is moved in coordination
with the output of the force sensation on the user object.
For example, if an impulse and fade is specified, the wave
is animated so that the impulse portion of the waveform
is displayed when the impulse force is output on the user
object, and the fade is displayed when the output force
fades down to a steady state level. Alternatively, the en-
tire waveform can be displayed, and a pointer or other
marker can designate which portion of the waveform is
currently being output as a force on the user object. This
feature enables the user to realize how different portions
of the wave affect the feel sensation on the user object.

[0174] FIGURE 19 illustrates interface 300 displaying
a graphical representation of an advanced periodic
sweep sensation. This type of waveform may include ad-
ditional variables and features over the standard wave-
form effect described with reference to Figure 18. A pe-
riodic sweep sensation is similar to a standard periodic
waveform or vibration, but is different in that the direction
of the force sweeps between a start and end orientation
or direction. A start dial 412 and an end dial 414 are used
by the user to define the starting and ending directions
for the periodic sweep. In example of Figure 19, the user
has chosen a sine wave as the signal source in field 384.
The user also has assigned values to the magnitude,
period, and of the signal, similar to the waveform of Figure
18. The user has also activated the envelope feature and
has created an impulse wave shape using attack and
fade parameters 406. In addition, the user can assign a
phase using a phase pointer 416 and phase field 418,
which indicate the phase angle of the waveform. These
parameters and characteristics can be entered as num-
bers in an input field or prompt, or can be input by drag-
ging the graphical outline of the waveform with a cursor
to the desired shape or level. When the user wishes to
test the force sensation, the user can feel the direction
of the force sweep through the directions as specified in
the dials 412 and 414 and can thus easily determine the
correlation of the dials and the desired feel sensation.
[0175] Other waves that can be designed and tested
in the interface 300 include a "smart pop" and a vector
force. For example, aVector force can be designed using
a window similar to window 380, where the direction of
the force is selected with dial 390. An envelope could
also be specified for the vector force, if desired, using
window 390 and displayed therein.
[0176] Dynamic force sensations, when selected in de-
sign space 306, are similarly displayed in a sensation
window and provide parameter fields into which the user
may enter parameter data. A visual representation can
be displayed as the simulated physical system described
above and shown in Figure 10. For example, the Dynamic
Control Law sensation has parameters that directly affect
the components of the displayed physical system and
can be readily viewed and tested by the user. For the
other dynamic sensations, the user can be shown the
mapping of the parameters of the selected dynamic sen-
sation to the dynamic control law parameters so the user
can view how the parameters effect the simulated phys-
ical system. In other embodiments, a more appropriate
representation might be displayed instead of or in addi-
tion to the physical system of Figure 10. For example,
for the sling and paddle sensations, a representation sim-
ilar to Figures 11 and 12 can be displayed. For Dynamic
Liquid, the user object can be displayed in the middle of
animated liquid which undulates in conjunction with the
movement of simulated mass M of Figure 10. For Dy-
namic Recoil, a picture of a gun or weapon can move in
conjunction with the blast and reverberation of the sen-
sation. Other animations and representations can be pro-
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vided as desired.
[0177] Once a force sensation has been designed us-
ing the graphical tools as described above, the definition
can be saved as a resource of parameters. By accessing
the interface resource from an application program, the
resource is converted automatically from a parameter set
to code in the desired language or format, e.g., Direct-X
by Microsoft® Corporation for use in the Windows™ op-
erating system. For example, the force feedback re-
source can be provided as or in a DLL (Dynamic Linked
Library) that is linked to an application program. In one
embodiment, the DLL can provide the application pro-
gram with effects defined as completed Direct_X Structs
(DI_Struct), where the application programmer can then
create effects by using the CreateEffect call within Direct-
X (or equivalent calls in other languages/formats). Or,
the DLL can perform the entire process and create the
effect for the application program, providing the program-
mer with a pointer to the sensation. One advantage of
using the first option of having the programmer call Cre-
ateEffect is that it gives the programmer the opportunity
to access the parameters before creating the effect so
that the parameters can be modified, if desired.
[0178] While this invention has been described in
terms of several preferred embodiments, it is contem-
plated that alteration will become apparent to those
skilled in the art upon a reading of the specification and
study of the drawings. For example, many different pa-
rameters can be associated with dynamic sensations,
conditions, and effects to allow ease of specifying a par-
ticular force sensation. In addition, many types of differ-
ent visual metaphors can be displayed in the interface
tool of the present invention to allow a programmer to
easily visualize changes to a force sensation and to en-
hance the characterization of the force sensation. Fur-
thermore, certain terminology has been used for the pur-
poses of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the present
invention.

Claims

1. A computer readable medium including program in-
structions for implementing a force sensation design
interface, said program instructions performing
steps of:

receiving input from a user on a host computer
(12), said input selecting a force sensation to be
commanded by a host computer (12) and output
by a force feedback interface device (14) com-
prising actuators (30), said force feedback inter-
face device (14) including a user manipulable
object (34) graspable by a user and moveable
in a degree of freedom;
receiving in real time input from a user to ma-
nipulate parameters which define characteris-
tics of said selected force sensation;

displaying in real time a graphical representation
of said selected force sensation in said design
interface, wherein said graphical representation
includes visual representations of said parame-
ters such that said user can view an effect of
said parameters on said force sensation, and
commanding said selected force sensation on
said force feedback interface device (14) cou-
pled to said host computer (12) such that actu-
ators (30) of said force feedback interface device
(14) output said force sensation on said user
manipulable object (34) in real time, and inter-
actively modifying the parameters until the sen-
sations are at a desired characterization.

2. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 1
wherein a plurality of force sensations are selectable
by said user, and wherein said selectable force sen-
sations include conditions, effects, and dynamics.

3. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 1
wherein said selected force sensation is a spring
condition, and wherein said graphical representation
is an image of said user manipulable object and an
image of a spring.

4. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 1
wherein said selected force sensation is a periodic
force sensation, and wherein said graphical repre-
sentation is an image of a periodic waveform.

5. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 4
wherein specifying said parameters includes speci-
fying an envelope for said periodic waveform, said
envelope being displayed in said graphical represen-
tation.

6. A method for providing a force sensation design in-
terface implemented by a computer, said method
comprising the steps of:

displaying a design interface on a display device
of a computer;
receiving input in said design interface from a
user, said input selecting a force sensation to
be commanded by a host computer (12) and out-
put by a force feedback interface device (14)
comprising actuators (30), said force feedback
interface device (14) including a user manipula-
ble object (34) graspable by a user and move-
able in a degree of freedom;
receiving in real time input from a user to ma-
nipulate parameters which define characteris-
tics of said selected force sensation;
displaying in real time a graphical representation
of said selected force sensation in said design
interface, wherein said graphical representation
includes visual representations of said parame-
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ters such that said user can view an effect of
said parameters on said force sensation, and
commanding said selected force sensation on
said force feedback interface device (14) cou-
pled to said host computer (12) such that actu-
ators (30) of said force feedback interface device
(14) output said force sensation on said user
manipulable object (34) in real time, and inter-
actively modifying the parameters until the sen-
sations are at a desired characterization.

7. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising
steps of: updating said graphical representation in
real time in response to manipulation of said user
manipulable object (34).

8. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising
steps of:

providing points on said graphical representa-
tion that can be manipulated by the user to mod-
ify the feel of said simulated force sensation; and
commanding said simulated force sensation to
said force feedback interface device (14) cou-
pled to said host computer (12) such that said
actuator (30) of said force feedback interface
device (14) modifies a force output by said in-
terface device (14) as a function of time in ac-
cordance with requirements of said simulated
force sensation.

9. A method as recited in claim 6 further comprising
steps of:

adjusting a shape of said graphical representa-
tion in response to said user manipulating said
graphical representation to modify said simulat-
ed force sensation; and
commanding said modified simulated force sen-
sation to said force feedback interface device
(14) coupled to said host computer (12) such
that said actuator (30) of said force feedback
interface device (14) outputs a force as a func-
tion of time in accordance with requirements of
said simulated force sensation.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerlesbares Medium mit Programmanwei-
sungen zum Implementieren einer Kraftempfin-
dungs-Entwurfsschnittstelle, wobei die Program-
manweisungen die Schritte ausführen:

Empfangen einer Eingabe von einem Anwender
auf einem Leitrechner (12), wobei die Eingabe
eine Kraftempfindung auswählt, der durch einen
Leitrechner (12) angewiesen und durch eine

Stellelemente (30) umfassende Kraft-Feed-
back-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ausgege-
ben werden soll, wobei die Kraft-Feedback-
Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ein vom Anwen-
der manipulierbares Objekt (34) aufweist, das
durch einen Anwender greifbar und in einem
Freiheitsgrad bewegbar ist;
Empfangen einer Eingabe von einem Anwender
in Echtzeit, um Parameter zu manipulieren, die
Charakteristiken der ausgewählten Kraftemp-
findung definieren;
Anzeigen einer grafischen Darstellung der aus-
gewählten Kraftempfindung in der Entwurfs-
schnittstelle in Echtzeit, wobei die grafische Dar-
stellung visuelle Darstellungen der Parameter
derart beinhaltet, dass der Anwender eine Wir-
kung der Parameter auf die Kraftempfindung se-
hen kann;
Befehl der ausgewählten Kraftempfindung an
die mit dem Leitrechner (12) gekoppelte Kraft-
Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ge-
ben, so dass Stellelemente (30) der Kraft-Feed-
back-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) die Kraft-
empfindung auf das vom Anwender manipulier-
bare Objekt (34) in Echtzeit ausgeben, und
interaktives Modifizieren der Parameter bis die
Empfindungen eine gewünschte Charakterisie-
rung aufweisen.

2. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 1, wobei
mehrere Kraftempfindungen durch den Anwender
auswählbar sind und wobei die auswählbaren Kraft-
empfindungen Zustände, Wirkungen und die Dyna-
mik umfassen.

3. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die ausgewählte Kraftempfindung ein Federzustand
ist, und wobei eine grafische Darstellung ein Bild des
vom Anwender manipulierbaren Objektes und ein
Bild einer Feder ist.

4. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die ausgewählte Kraftempfindung eine periodische
Kraftempfindung ist und wobei die grafische Darstel-
lung ein Bild einer periodischen Wellenform ist.

5. Computerlesbares Medium nach Anspruch 4, wobei
das Bestimmen der Parameter das Bestimmen einer
Hüllkurve für die periodische Wellenform beinhaltet,
wobei die Hüllkurve in einer grafischen Darstellung
angezeigt wird.

6. Verfahren zur Bereitstellung einer durch einen Com-
puter implementierten Kraftempfindungs-Entwurfs-
schnittstelle, wobei das Verfahren die Schritte um-
fasst:

Anzeigen einer Entwurfsschnittstelle an einem
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Anzeigegerät eines Computers;
Empfangen einer Eingabe in der Entwurfs-
schnittstelle von einem Anwender, wobei die
Eingabe eine Kraftempfindung auswählt, die
durch einen Leitrechner (12) angewiesen und
durch eine Stellelemente (30) umfassende
Kraft-Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14)
ausgegeben werden soll, wobei die Kraft-Feed-
back-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ein vom An-
wender manipulierbares Objekt (34) aufweist,
das durch einen Anwender greifbar und in einem
Freiheitsgrad bewegbar ist;
Empfangen einer Eingabe von einem Anwender
in Echtzeit, um Parameter zu manipulieren, die
Charakteristiken der ausgewählten Kraftemp-
findung definieren;
Anzeigen einer grafischen Darstellung der aus-
gewählten Kraftempfindung in der Entwurfs-
schnittstelle in Echtzeit, wobei die grafische Dar-
stellung visuelle Darstellungen der Parameter
derart beinhaltet, dass der Anwender eine Wir-
kung der Parameter auf die Kraftempfindung se-
hen kann;
Befehl der ausgewählten Kraftempfindung an
die mit dem Leitrechner (12) gekoppelte Kraft-
Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ge-
ben, so dass Stellelemente (30) der Kraft-Feed-
back-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) die Kraft-
empfindung auf dem vom Anwender manipulier-
baren Objekt (34) in Echtzeit ausgeben, und
interaktives Modifizieren der Parameter bis die
Empfindungen eine gewünschte Charakterisie-
rung aufweisen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, das ferner die Schritte
umfasst: Aktualisieren der grafischen Darstellung in
Echtzeit als Reaktion auf eine Manipulation des vom
Anwender manipulierbaren Objektes (34).

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, das ferner die Schritte
umfasst:

Bereitstellen von Punkten auf der grafischen
Darstellung, die durch den Anwender manipu-
liert werden können, um das Gefühl der simu-
lierten Kraftempfindung zu modifizieren; und
Befehl der simulierten Kraftempfindung an die
mit dem Leitrechner (12) gekoppelte Kraft-
Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) ge-
ben, so dass das Stellelement (30) der Kraft-
Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14) eine
Kraft modifiziert, die durch die Schnittstellenvor-
richtung (14) als eine Funktion der Zeit entspre-
chend den Anforderungen der simulierten Kraft-
empfindung ausgegeben wird.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, das ferner die Schritte
umfasst:

Einstellen einer Form der grafischen Darstel-
lung als Reaktion auf eine Manipulierung der
grafischen Darstellung durch den Anwender,
um die simulierte Kraftempfindung zu modifizie-
ren; und
Befehl der modifizierten simulierten Kraftemp-
findung an die mit dem Leitrechner (12) gekop-
pelte Kraft-Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung
(14) geben, so dass das Stellelement (30) der
Kraft-Feedback-Schnittstellenvorrichtung (14)
eine Kraft als eine Funktion der Zeit entspre-
chend den Anforderungen der simulierten Kraft-
empfindung ausgibt.

Revendications

1. Support lisible par ordinateur comprenant des ins-
tructions de programme pour mettre en oeuvre une
interface de conception de sensation de force, les-
dites instructions de programme effectuant les éta-
pes consistant à :

recevoir une entrée en provenance d’un utilisa-
teur sur un ordinateur hôte (12), ladite entrée
sélectionnant une sensation de force devant
être commandé par un ordinateur hôte (12) et
sorti par un dispositif d’interface à retour de force
(14) comprenant des actionneurs (30), ledit dis-
positif d’interface à retour de force (14) compre-
nant un objet manipulable par l’utilisateur (34)
pouvant être saisi par un utilisateur et déplacé
dans un degré de liberté ;
recevoir en temps réel une entrée en provenan-
ce d’un utilisateur pour manipuler des paramè-
tres qui définissent des caractéristiques de la-
dite sensation de force sélectionnée ;
afficher en temps réel une représentation gra-
phique de ladite sensation de force caractérisée
dans ladite interface de conception, où ladite re-
présentation graphique comprend des repré-
sentations visuelles desdits paramètres de sorte
que ledit utilisateur puisse visualiser un effet
desdits paramètres sur ladite sensation de for-
ce, et
commander ladite sensation de force sélection-
née sur ledit dispositif d’interface à retour de for-
ce (14) couplé audit ordinateur hôte (12) de sorte
que des actionneurs (30) dudit dispositif d’inter-
face à retour de force (14) sortent ladite sensa-
tion de force sur ledit objet manipulable par l’uti-
lisateur (34) en temps réel, et modifier de façon
interactive les paramètres jusqu’à ce que les
sensations soient à une caractérisation désirée.

2. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
1, dans lequel une pluralité de sensations de force
sont sélectionnables par ledit utilisateur, et dans le-
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quel lesdites sensations de force sélectionnables
comprennent des conditions, des effets, et des dy-
namiques.

3. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
1, dans lequel ladite sensation de force sélectionnée
est une condition de ressort, et dans lequel ladite
représentation graphique est une image dudit objet
manipulable par l’utilisateur et une image d’un res-
sort.

4. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
1, dans lequel ladite sensation de force sélectionnée
est une sensation de force périodique, et dans lequel
ladite représentation graphique est une image d’une
forme d’onde périodique.

5. Support lisible par ordinateur selon la revendication
4, dans lequel la spécification desdits paramètres
comprend la spécification d’une enveloppe pour la-
dite forme d’onde périodique, ladite enveloppe étant
affichée dans ladite représentation graphique.

6. Procédé pour fournir une interface de conception de
sensation de force mise en oeuvre par un ordinateur,
ledit procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

afficher une interface de conception sur un dis-
positif d’affichage d’un ordinateur ;
recevoir une entrée dans ladite interface de con-
ception en provenance d’un utilisateur, ladite
entrée sélectionnant une sensation de force de-
vant être commandé par un ordinateur hôte (12)
et sorti par un dispositif d’interface à retour de
force (14) comprenant des actionneurs (30), le-
dit dispositif d’interface à retour de force (14)
comprenant un objet manipulable par l’utilisa-
teur (34) pouvant être saisi par un utilisateur et
déplacé dans un degré de liberté ;
recevoir en temps réel une entrée en provenan-
ce d’un utilisateur pour manipuler des paramè-
tres qui définissent des caractéristiques de la-
dite sensation de force sélectionnée ;
afficher en temps réel une représentation gra-
phique de ladite sensation de force sélectionnée
dans ladite interface de conception, où ladite re-
présentation graphique comprend des repré-
sentations visuelles desdits paramètres de sorte
que ledit utilisateur puisse visualiser un effet
desdits paramètres sur ladite sensation de for-
ce, et
commander ladite sensation de force sélection-
née sur ledit dispositif d’interface à retour de for-
ce (14) couplé audit ordinateur hôte (12) de sorte
que des actionneurs (30) dudit dispositif d’inter-
face à retour de force (14) sortent ladite sensa-
tion de force sur ledit objet manipulable par l’uti-
lisateur (34) en temps réel, et modifier de façon

interactive les paramètres jusqu’à ce que les
sensations soient à une caractérisation désirée.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à : mettre à jour ladite
représentation graphique en temps réel en réponse
à la manipulation dudit objet manipulable par l’utili-
sateur (34).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

fournir des points sur ladite représentation gra-
phique qui peuvent être manipulés par l’utilisa-
teur pour modifier l’impression de ladite sensa-
tion de force simulée ; et
commander ladite sensation de force simulée
audit dispositif d’interface à retour de force (14)
couplé audit ordinateur hôte (12) de sorte que
ledit actionneur (30) dudit dispositif d’interface
à retour de force (14) modifie une force sortie
par ledit dispositif d’interface (14) en fonction du
temps conformément à des exigences de ladite
sensation de force simulée.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

ajuster une forme de ladite représentation gra-
phique en réponse audit utilisateur manipulant
ladite représentation graphique pour modifier la-
dite sensation de force simulée ; et
commander ladite sensation de force simulée
modifiée audit dispositif d’interface à retour de
force (14) couplé audit ordinateur hôte (12) de
sorte que ledit actionneur (30) dudit dispositif
d’interface à retour de force (14) sorte une force
en fonction du temps conformément à des exi-
gences de ladite sensation de force simulée.
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